The UNH field hockey
team pulled off its second
straight upset of a
nationally-ranked team by
beating North Carolina
2-1 Tuesday. See story
page 28.
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Apartheid was the subject of the Student Television Network (STVN) "University Topics"
program, which was-filmed in the ,MUB this week. The program will be broadcast on Wednesday,
November 13. (L-R) Mike Daley, Babette LaMarre and Lynn Sullivan. (Joan Howard photo)

STVN films aparth eid debate

By Bryan Alexander
The apartheid issue· will soon
be brought before UNH students again, this time through
a Student Television Network
.
(STVN) talk show.
Three individuals, posing
different viewpoints on apartheid, aired their views on the
"University Topics" program,
which was recorded this week.
The program will be broadcast
on Wednesday, November 13.
Host Micheal Rabb conducted
the show, interviewing Dr.
Soloka Pirova from Dartmouth
College, Mark Abbey, a student
from UNH, and Lynn Sullivan,
· organizer of the People for a
Free South Africa.
Pirova presented the audience
with a view of growing up in
South Africa as a black. He said
the present state of apartheid
is comparable to the condition
in the-Southern U ni.t ed States
directly after the Civil War.
"Apartheid is not just segregation," he said, "it is the denial
of human right, the exploitation
of the majority of the people."
Although the roots of this
system of government can be
traced to the early 1900's, it ·
"officially started in 1948 with
the ascension of the Nationalist
Party," continued Pirova. Since
then the whites, a minority,
have been in control, exploiting
the blacks who constitute the
majority of the country.
Pirova is a member of the
African National Congress, the
freedom movement in South
Africa. This movement employed peaceful protest in its
beginnings in 1912. However,
dissatisfied with the results,

their struggle became an armed
one twenty years ago. As a result
of his participation in this
group, Pirova was exiled from·
his country two years ago.
To give the point of view of
the white South African, "Topics" invited Mark Abey, who
grew up in Capetown, South
Africa. According to Abbey the
lifestyles of the two races can't
even be compared.
Servants are numerous
among the priviledges whites
have, "most middle class families have servants, either black
or colored," Abbey said. "Colored being a black-white mix."
Abbey said he only realized
the injustices that occurred in
his native country, (he is now
a U.S. citizen) after he had been
out of South Africa for a while.
He said he was then able to take
an objective view at the entire
situation.
This was impossible to do
while living there because
events such as police beating
a black for being a vagrant
"happens all the time. You learn
to accept it," he said.
Abbey says now that he is able
to see the system is wrong, he
devotes much of his time informing students "on a one to
one basis" of its evils.
Lynn Sullivan was the only
American-born panelist. As a
UNH student, and member of
the People for a Free South
Africa, she says she believes it
is important to "be informed
of the situation and then form
opinions." This is why she says
she believes her group is im.
portant.
Her solutioq to apartheid i~

divestment, or "the removal of
money from companies having
subsidaries in South Africa."
The other panelists agreed.
Supporting these companies
gives money to an economy and
keeps a government in favor .of
apartheid in power, she said.
Lynn said she believes that
in order for divestment to be
effective, it would haYe to take
place on a large scale, "so as to
· make it a real threat rather that
an empty one."
Pirova agreed, stating, "The
government of the United
States should disassociate itself
from the evil of apartheid."

Durh am housi ng
.prop osal offere d
By Michelle Bolduc
A proposal to restrict student
accomodation in some areas of
Durham was presented to tht
Durham Planning Board, Tues·
.
day night.
The plan, as proposed by the
Durham Neigborhood Zoning
Association, will prohibit the
accomodation of more than'
three unrelated adults in a single ·
house.
Areas that come under the
plan include the Madbury, Edgewood and Mill Pond Roads.
Faculty, Woodridge, Hamel
Brook and Bagdad Roads, as well
as areas surrounding Durham
Point Road, would also be
_
affecte_9..
"We don't want to stop all
rentals in Durham, but we do
want to make some changes
legally to help restrict unrelated
persons living in a single family
dwelling," said Dr. Jay Gooze,
who presented the proposal for
the association.
"We picked three zones with
1 -large number of families living
there and a number of overcrowded rental single family
homes," he said. "This proposal
puts a cap on three unrelated
adults, which we· feel is a somewhat strict number in a house,
but fair," he added.
Exeter attorney Charles
Tucker presented seven proposed changes to the Durham
town ordinance. The ordinance,
which has been in effect since
1979, requir;es 300 square feet
for every unrelated person
living in a building.
Over 15 UNH students attended the meeting, as part of

a course on community planning.
"The new proposal is legally
defensable because it only concerns certain areas of Durham,"
:Tucker said. He cited the Supreme Court case, the village
of Belle Terre vs. Booris in 1974,
that involved students from
New York U.Qiversity at Stonybrook living in residential
neighborhoods, that would uphold the legality of this proposal.
One zone, (zone R) located
in the center,of town, would not
be affected by the three unrelated persons limit, but will
come under the square footage
ordinance, Tucker said. Gooze
told the boacd he would like
them to support the proposal
and present it the the town
meeting.
The planning board said they
will review it and discuss the
proposal at the next planning
board meeting, on November .
20.
If the board does decide to
support the proposal it must .
be ready by December 20 in
order to make the publication
deadline for next year's ordinances.
If the board does not decide
to support it, the Neighborhood
Zoning Association must get
25 signatures and present it to
the town selectmen no later
than Dec. 11. The association _
was formed last April, Dr.
Gooze said, because of what he
described as the repeated noise,
swearing, parking, traffic and
littering problems caused by
students living in residential
· neighborhoods.

Wheel er oppos es sancti ons
is one occurring now.
By W. Glenn Stevens
work you need military force.
"It is a revolution and it is
The imposition of economic · Sanctions wouldn't have worked
getting worse," said Wheeler.
sanctions against South Africa in the Falklands war."
If UNH adopts the policy of "Now can we save life and make
will not provide a solution to
apartheid, according to History divestment, not only could it the transition more peacefully."
''The real issue Ts who is going
Professor Douglas Wheeler. He hurt the university. It could also
described the use of sanctions · leave the people of South Africa to control the country," said
as inadequate and useless, in an in worse shape than they are · Wheeler. "Whites are afraid the
address to the student senate, now, according to Wheeler. "If Blacks in government would
you put divesture into effect enslave them the way they
l~st Sunday.
The policy of divesture in- don't you bear some of the enslave the Blacks."
Wheeler said if we divest
volves the withdrawal of all responsibility for the _action?"
business interests from South he asked. "We must understand from South Africn companies
it doesn't necessarily mean we
Africa in order to force the the limits of our intervention."
"The South African Blacks are divesting from the South
South African government to
drop their policy of racial de- are divided on the subject of African Government. "South
divestment," said Wheeler. African companies and _the
segragation called apartheid.
Wheeler cited the use of According to Wheeler, there are South African government are
economic sanctions by other South African Blacks who don't separate," he said. "More and
nations saying divestment is support divesture for economic more white businessmen in
South Africa are opposed to the
simply "a moral statement" reasons.
Wheeler says he believes a government. Anything short
using Falklands as an example.
Wheeler said, "Economic sanc- revolution in South Africa is of armed conflict would be a
tions don't work, and if they do inevitable. In fact, he says there - useless moral protest."
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Newm arket experi encing a develo pment al boom
By Ami Walsh
Teiinesse in search 6f cheaper ·enough residents in New- not afford the rates and are
"We have reached our max"Newmarket is a time bomb labor.
market."
forced to move to areas with imum number oJ rubbish conjust waiting to go off," said
Timberland laid-off some 400
Though many options exist lower tental rate!i':'Julie Wilton, tainers allowed by the contract
Kathy Stihvell, assistant director workers and sold its 160,000 for the development of the a 24-year-old resident of New- with our haulers,"~. said Bloom.
of the Newmarket Community square-foot mill t0 John Newmarket mill, "people have . market, saw her parents move The town will n9t pick up
Development Corporation O'Leary, a developer from Bos-. to realize the shoe industry isn't. to Rochester to find affordable rubbishfromnewde'v elopments
(NCDC).
ton. Older workers close to coming back," said RickJenkin- living conditions. Sixty-year- until the road has \ been apNewmarket is one of many retirement age were most af- son, a partner in 1874 Asso- old Ron St. Pierre lives in a proved, explained BlOom. Currural towns in the southern tier fected by the Timberland dos- ciates, the devel9pers of the mobil home with his 83-year- rently there are four rbads not
of New Hampshire experienc- ing. "No one wants to hire a 55- Technology Center, Manches- old father. "My father had to being serviced.
'
ing a developmental boom~ A .·.·•.· year-ol~, 'YJ:lo has spe9t 30 years . teL "The town can't afford to · move in with me," explains St.
Any additional rubbish pickgrowing number-of Newmarketl worki~~;.;~b.;!im~~rland. 'fhese · hav~ ,a reaetive stand," he added. ; Pierre. "His lease was increased up exceeding the amount 0'1 the
residents fear the changes in peoph~ ;iWerl~ii•tt.':iined as shoe
C~nt~a«fy tb~Jenkinson's state- '\ 10~% ~y his new landlord. I contract will be an extra 't ost
their town from the loss of mmaokr.·.e' .,e' r.;~{:flb.,e.~Jm
!i~aBk
'
~
io\n
Mt.~
.
·
. ·...e·l· ·. .orebsa.,~~enx~ meq~, res1~dents:· P..!1ve not been ;retired Iastyear, but now to meet . to the town, said Bloom. He"did
major industry combined with
.
B ··
.
n~adji_v(;!. ; 1'h¢y; ,,haY,e ~ J?een slow i; costs I will be oµt looking for not know the cost of the addi- '
the past year's 8% population plain.". e ci~izen. - \. ·
. . ~o res'~oriq~p t!'l~;~~(;ent changes \:a job so~m."
'·\
,
tional fee.
.

!i~:~~~~~~~~~~~~=~cl~ ~i1;P;::VF.=5or.~~~~~i~ci1i~~~~~l~f~;£;?:lft~t!:~t~i~. ·~nJ~~~.:~~~~!1~;,:~i~;\\.,
in;~:;m~!e~t~,p:h~ o~!~~~~

ff.~9.4;1!~(1on Jobs and 170 other

designed;;.~o pr~~1de the ' ~ew- ",;as a t~ntnbutt~K,f~£~()r to .the

Cheney.

corded this year.
·
.,,,,!<\''' ,.
· if.M~
p'
ljt$ttippmg,:, !Je'ffect on taxes," said the admi"When I walk down Main S
/::' 1-ificrease ,,..>nistrative assistant to Cheney.
I never see anyone · I kno
'roVide tor .,, "I defy Langlois to put those
anymore," complained Ron S .
·
ts on paper," said planning
Pierre, a 60-year-old life-Ion
ard member Wilfred Laporte. .
resident of Newmarket.
... The cost of servicing the new
In response to the populatio
,t own authori ·" s. "We are .v'f,r f · .. ~esidents Cheney's developgrowth, the number of buildin
interested in tight for sp
," admits Scott ments are bringing in far exceed
permits issued in the town th.
wn growth WetzetI, vi ,~h~ir_rpah of)he ·''.'tb:e taxes collected from them,
year exceeded the amount issue
fringes up~n ·. · schoolbo ' :and chairmaROf' ;;,~,a.id Laporte.
in past years, according to
eQ).ber of'the · .the Bu1
g,- Goi.ilmission-;"''":!;z'.c heney is currently constructDole, director of Newmark
"feo.p le are Classes
efog' heldjm tfl.e '., ·i~g an 11-unit condominium
Building Permits.
d.~1i_ beca'hse "auditi9 ,
,~lage,JM:~~id. r·' .,,'.,~~d a 32-unit apartment comIn 1984, 81 building permi
,~mg e¥e· 'l:h ,31
os~lfor . a._,.rtew · ele~.:: plex. In the past year Cheney
were issued. Construction cos
N
.,J:p~n,t1~·
choelt,estimated aJ . J;l~s completed two apartment
for 1984 totaled $4 million.
H~rig,JthY
illion, which. W9J}!lst,...~omplexes, a 142-unit and a 117of September of this year, 9 ·.
,~, · ,, , ~;·: . ;~v
1,,§.,t~~ents, ~~s: 'ut,iit.
per~it~
w~re
issued, ~ total o .".·.".·.;,.fJ
•.· .. ·:. i·. t.;y~i;.tb;
. pf~~'1.:·;.·,t·;·:!·. :.·l, · S·.· .· .· ·~9arc;l ... ·•.·.• Bu~ Diane ~ang1ois is .quick
$7 million m construct10n cost~H
.
.
.
,, . .
·'~~~R.
''!\[;.-!;Hi
'. to. pomt out, 1f Cheney did not
Dole predicts the constru~f,.
Sot;:Pe commercial office space " Ht>;~~pn, di~
.;tr~ Departrii" .
;;1~evelop the land someone else
tion costs "will easily excee,~t: may, be allocated in tl)le 11enno> H~o;f1 is n~e ., "would.
9 million dollars" by the en h''iii'Y\~d ,
~~;ipcrease of ·.. "We build products that last, .
of this year.
' ( ;.;., '·
tjpi~ted : and we stand behind them.
Such development is new
'NU" { · · .. l?~ople need to realize if they
Ne'Ymarket, a town which st
ii~~~Ai.,1 .-,;grew without Cheney somebody
retains much of its 19th centu : . ..
>fflt:#;tr·:;ppuld put up a monstrosity of
architecture. The image of New::: 'aiscusse
r
:iftie'f \ •:a: complex, sell it off as soon as
market developed around the into a 45-unit condominium
Local authorities attribute the treatment unit.
it was completed, and leave
mill complex. Built in 1820 by unit, a restaurant and commer- increasing number of UNH
A million dollar project for town."
_
a group of investors from Salem, cial office space, said Lemineux. students living in Newmarket relocationoftheexisti nglandfill
Many residents do approve
Massachusetts, the mill has
Some residents are opposed to the rise in rents. Students can site was ordered by the state of of the aesthetic quality of Chesince been a center of employ- to the mixed use plans for the afford the higher rates by spar- New Hampshire because minor ney's developments, but they
ment and an important econom- mill.
ing the rent of a 3-bedroom traces of toxic chemicals were feel he is developing too much,
ical resource for the town.
"Newmarket has always been apartment between five or six found in the existing site.
too fast. Residents fear the area
Last January, the mill com- an industrial town," said Ron roommates. Students typically
Road maintainance is fall~ng is experiencing "uncontrolled ·
plex and the community itself St. Pierre, "so I would like to rent for a few months and . behinddemanddueto additional growth."
were dealt a blow when the see the mill used to provide jobs, tolerate the overcrowded living . clients, said Ron Bloom, manPrior to last November NewTimberland Co., the town's rather than housing." He adds, conditions.
ager of Newmarket Public Serl~rgest employer, moved to "There are already I_Dore than
However, many natives_ can- vices.
NEWMARKET, page 11

NEWS.IN BRIEF
l:Seirut hostages could be
_k illed
An anonymous caller has claimed that all six of
the remaining American hostages in Beirut will
be killed by firing squad because indirect negqtiations
with the United States have reached a "dead ~nd.''
The hostages are believed to be held by the
terrorist group Islamic Jihad.
A caller later in the day claimed all the hostages
had been killed and their bodies dumped at a disclosed
area, but police said they found no bodies.

Sanctuary in Durham?
A 150 acre parsel of land off Durham Point road
may become a national wildlife sanctuary if the
owners of that land have their way.
Evelyn Browne and Marion Beckwith are seeking
a grant from the US Department of Commerce to
insure that their land remains in its natural state.

Woman gives birth to
The State Board of Education adopted ori
sister's baby
Wednesday voluntary guidelines for local school
A.IDS-_ in classroom s

districts to deal with children with Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome. The board concluded that
each school district approaches each child's case
individually.

Kill the cheerleade rs
. Assault charges were dropped against a local
Portsmouth man Tuesday and he was found guilty
of disorderly conduct after he allegedly vowed to
kill the Portsmouth High School cheerleaders.
According to testimony John Stacy of 69 Sunset
Road told the cheerleaders that it was alright for
them to talk to him because, "I am a pervert."
After he allegedly made this remark he was kicked
by a Portsmouth school teacher and that's when
he vowed to "come back and kill you all."
He later said he was "sorry it happ.ened."

A 35-year-old woman from Florida gave birth
to her sister's baby in Malden, Massachusetts
yesterday. No details were given by the family exc~pt
that the sister who didn't have the baby was sterile.
All are reported to be doing fine.

ROTC vigil for POWs
Membe.rs of the Arnold Air Society of Air Force
ROTC will be holding a 24 hour candle-light vigil

from 12:00 noon Sunday to 12:00 noon Monday
to honor and recognize the MIA/POW s.
It will be followed by a flag -raising ceremony
scheduled to coincide with the Presidential wreath
laying at Arlington national Cemetary in Washington, DC.
People in the community are welcome to
participate in the flag raising or the vigil.
·
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AIDS discµssed _
by experts in forum
;

-By Joseph Moreau
A forum consisting of four
panelists examined the medical
aspects of Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
and its impact on society. An
AIDS patient also spoke to the
several dozen people who attended.
The forum was held Tuesday
evening from 7:30 to 9:00 at
Murkland Hall as part of the
Babcock Lecture Series. It was
co-sponsored by the Department of Residential Life, the
Health Education Center at
Health Services and the Campus
Gay Alliance.
Dr. Paul Young, a pathologist
at the Wentworth-Douglass
Hospital in Dover, described
transmission of the disease.
Young said that there were only
two ways to contract AIDS,
through blood and ·the mucous
membranes. He said transmission through contaminated
blood was due mainly to the
sharing of dirty needles by drug
addicts. Transmission by mucous membranes occurs, he said,
when the membranes rupture

during sex, particularly anal sex.
Young said the threat of
catching AIDS through saliva
and tears was negligible because
of the virus' low concentration
in those fhiids. "No (documented) cases have been transferred
by kissing," said Young.
Addressing fears of a mass
epidemic Young said, "I don't
think its going to spread like
wildfire through the heterosexual community. This disease is
hard to get." But 'he added,
"Heterosexual promiscuity has
.
to be at risk now."
Young also said that the
chance of sexual transmission
of AIDS could be reduced
throug_h the use of condoms.
"It (the use of condoms) makes
a lot of sense. I think there are
going to be a lot more of them
sold in the-coming month," he
said.
Foq1m sponsors displayed
condoms along with AIDS literature on a table outside the
lecture hall.
Dr. Florence Farber, a research scientist and assistant
professor of Microbiology spoke~

The Campus Gay Alliance manned an AIDS information desk in the MUB, this week. AIDS ·
was the subject of other presentations at UNH this week. (Guy Brooksbank _photo)
A man fo. his late twenties or "After thar I lived in another
about the characteristiCs of the
HTL V-IIL virus that causes thirties identified only as Phil world of not knowing if I had
AIDS. She said the virus was told the audience how he is anything or not." The followvery effective in attacking the dealing with the disease. He said up test, he said, revealed he did
body's immune system and that , he consulted a physician this have AIDS.
"The first reaction was 'Who
this made it very hard to combat. summer for an inflammation
On development of a vaccine of the tongue. The ·blood tests ·do I tell?'" Phil said he dreadedl
Farber said, "The vaccine aspect wete positive for AIDS. He people's 'reaction to the news
is in question." The AIDS virus waited four weeks before taking but found it positive. "Their
has more than one strain, she another test to confirm the universal response was heart
said, and that makes a single results.
AIDS, page 1!
"I was speechless," said Phil.
vaccine impractical.
1

Johnson lectures ,
on media medicine

Male role
models·
disCussed

/ Ronald Reagan. Reagan had
By Scott J. Card
ABC News Medical Editor / looked poorly at the first debate
against Walter Mondale and
. Dr. Timothy Johnson present.ed
ABC wanted Dr. Johnson to ·
·his lecture "Medicine and the
Media" Wednes_day night in the comment on whether Reagan
By Debbie St. Louis
was fit to hold office.
raniteStateRoomof theMUB.
At Brown University there .
hnson talked of his past 13 . "I was waiking down to the
is a statue of a frog outside a ·
years in the media and then . newsroom with Peter Jennings
fraternity. The frog's painted
·spoke on some_of the ways a :whom I had just met for the first
a different color everytime one
medical editor handles such ;time, and all of a sudden it hit ·
of the brothers sleeps with a
topics1'as cancer, Acquired Im- -··me that I was going to go on
.
virgin.
mune / Deficiency Syndrome , ·national television. I didn't
This is just one of the many
k-nQ~ what I was going to be
(AIDS), and herpes.
'exa!Ilples Andrew Merton, _asJohnson's first appearance asked; .and I was going to be
soc1a~e profes~or of English,
as medical editor on ABC World commetiti1;1g on the president
gave ma talk "Return to Broth- . 1
· . News Tonight occurred just · of the US ahd whether or not
.
dd
th .0 h
d" 1 d"t D T"
erhood," a Women's studies· i ABC'
. s m~ ica e i ~r r. imo Y 1. nso.n a . ressmg a~n before the '84 presidential elec., _he w_as_compe"ient. I said to
seminar in the Hillsborough
··
.
Hon. At that time the ·big issue . ·
Sullivan room in the MUB . 1 ·a udience m the Gramte State Ro()m. (Cmdy Rich photo)
. ge 8 '
JOHNSON, . .p.a
" f p ·a
.
h ..
.
··
was t e _ age issue o . re.st e_!l!_ ·
·
. .
yes t erday.,
MertonsrecentaruciemMs.
magazine "Return to Brotherhood," which he prefers to call
"Retreat to Brotherhood," has ·
caused quite a bit of controversy
on campus. Merron said he has
been verbally attacked by fraton House, .is leased by UNH
ternity men responding to the By Ed Garland
The lnterfraternity Council as a dormitory but that the lease
article.
"I've become a heretic on (IFC) approved Alpha Tau is up t)iis coming year.
"If A TO becomes active, it ·
Omega's (ATO) petition to
campus," Merton stated.
But many people have return to the UNH campus at could take over the house and
thanked Merton for having the a meeting held Wednesday become a fraternity again,"
Kidder said.
courage to become 'that "heret- night.
Kidder said this has been
Richard
President
IFC
ic." The fifteen to twenty people
who came to hear him speak Tho~pson said William Kidder, done in the past and cited the
yesterday were interested and associate dean of students met Acacia fraternity as an example
with .house presidents Wednes- of a fraternity temporarily used .
concerned.
night to approve ATO's as a dorm.
day
talking
Merton began by
Kidder said if ATO ~turned
·
about the general attitudes of petition.
"ATO needed approval from to the chapter house 'the stumen in our society. Much of his
information was based on stu- the_IFC: to get back on campus dents living in the house "would
dies by Dr. James Herzog, a whICh It got Wednesday night be absorbed elsewhere in the
. at the IFC meeting," Kidder dormitory system" or could
Boston psychiatrist.
move off campus if they desired.
Herzog developed the term said.
Carol Bischoff, director of
National
the
said
Kidder
"Father hunger" to describe a
condition he finds in many of ATO dosed the fraternity down Residential Life, said she was
his male patients: These men, in the spring of 1980 in accor- taken back by the news of ATO' s ·
in some way, had unsatisfying ~ance with local housing author- return. She said the initial
relationship with their fathers 1ty because of the building's contract to lease the chapter
(either absent fathers or prob- deterioration and financial trou- }:10use was for three years.
"Even if they recolonized they
lem fathers). As a result, they ble.
"The A TO charter was re- might not be ready to occupy
either rebelled and became ·
macho or retreated and became voked in acccordance with the the house," Bischoff said, "No
self'pitying. Herzog believes ATO corporation," Kidder said. one should mak~ the assump- -.
the condition has become epi- · "The national ATO voluntarily tion they'll be in the house the
withdrew their charter. UNH first year."
~
demic now.
Bischoff said she has had no The lnterfraternity Council approved the return of Alpha Tau
Be(:ause of absent fathers, didn't force them off campus."
Kidder said the chapter · ATO, page 22 .
· Omega fraternity this week. (Guy Brooksbank photo)
MER~ON, page 7
house, currently known as StanJ

1

·After f ·ve yea S
r
1
• .b a c k
ATO c 0 ming

.
.
.
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NEW HUMANITIES COURSE!
SPRING 1986
Hl.)"MANITIES 609: Ethnicity in America: The Black
Experience in the 20th Century.
(Also

liste~

as English 609 and Music 609)

. A team-taught course exploring the Black Experience
from the Harlem Renaissance to the Civil Rights
Movement.
· Tea~ _
t aught ~y:

Limited
Enrollment!

TR 2: 10-3:30 Les.Fisher_ (English) .·
Paul V errette (Music}/
· PC~C M223
,,...,.............w.•.-.-.·.•.•.·.·.-.·.······•·•...·.•.-.-.-.·.-.v.-..-.-••, ,......,.,..,,,.,,.,,.,,......,.JV11.-.-••••.,.........,w..,,............,..••••J,.-...vA•.-•.,.......,,~·-·.·.·.-.•.·······.-.-.-.-.-.-.·.-.

You saw them at Springfest '85,
Now see· them in the Pub! ·

The 1985 Winners .of WBCN Rock
·and Roll Rumble!!

in the UNH Mub Pub
Saturday, 'November 16, 1985
Doors Open at 8:00 pm
students $3.00
Nonstudents $p._00
Tickets on sale Wednesday, November 13 in the MUB ticket office!
Must be 18 or older/UNH ID:Positive Proof of Age Required.
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Retailing trends discussed
By Beth McCarthy
economy, people with a family
The Zayre management income of $10-27,000 per year;
stresses change, growth, excel- Sherman said.
.lency and quality, said Malcolm
Fashion and appliances of
Sherman, executive vice- good quality and brand names
president of Zayre Corporation are offered to them at low cost.
and president of Zayre departThe essential guidelines for
ment stores, at a lecture on the purchase of selling merchanWednesdav night. The first dise are the study of trends, in ·
annual Shaine Foundation Retail fashion particularly; and demoLecture was well attended, most- . graphic studies, which are curly by students of the .Whitte- rently showing a population
. more School of Business and . move to the South, according
to Sherman.
Economics.
The Zayre chain, whose
Sherman stressed that Zayre
stores are mainly on the East understands and adapts to
Coast, is part of the multidivi- change. Especially important
sional Zayre Corporation. In- · is the change in the customers
cluded in the corporation are caused by time. Every generaT.J. Maxx, Hit or Miss, and tion of customers has different
Chadwick of Boston, to name tastes and needs than those of
only a few. Most of the stores the customers that preceeded
in the corporation are dedicated them. Zayre changes and imto the low-cost quality market.
proves with time, "Newness,
Zayre concentrates mainly on excitement and fashion must
catering to the lower income come to the tables," said Shersection of the United States man.

To know the customer is to
succeed, said Sherman. For
example, white Cabbage Patch
dolls do not sell in predominantly black neighborhoods, so tQ_ey
have to be redistributed to other
areas. "To maximize productivity the stores must be kept
current, new advertising must
. be developed, and attention
must be paid to the customers,"
Sherman said.
Zayre is merchandised centrally (from Framingham,
Mass.) but managed .locally.
According to Sherman, all
Zayres are structured in the
same manner, but they differ
in their merchandise, which is
determined by the type of customer they· are catering to.
Sherman said r.e tail follows
the Darwinian princip~e. Zayre
survives because it gives the
people what they want. "People
are what our business is all
about," he pointed out.

Birth more than just babies
By Suzanne McDuffee
Giving birth has not always
been the magical experience the
modern couple joyously anticipates in the building of a perfect ·
little family. In fact, it is just
within the past ten years that
a real effort has been made
across the country to humanize
childbirth procedures. A panel
of three members of the
Wentworth-Douglass Hospital
medical staff enlightened an
audience of about 45 to the many
changes now being made in
traditional maternity care.
.
Mary Lou Asbell, a Maternal
Child Care Instructor at
Wentworth-Douglass, gave. a
colorful historical perspective
on the practices, trends, and
attitudes that have led to the
present movement to achieve
balance between technology and
humanism.
As late as the_· eighteenth
century, care of the pregnant
woman was given up to .a
midwife who, unlike the mid,wife of today, was not educated
in obstetrics. Because it was
considered beneath a doctor's
dignity to care for a pregnant
woman, and also for the sake
of modesty, physicians did not
participate in delivery. Later
on, when men did take part in
the actual birth of the child,
custom required that he do his
work under a sheet with the
ends tied around his neck. He
was in effect working blindly.
Even after many of the notions of modesty had vanished,
there was still the commonly
occurring yet poorly understood
problem of infection. With the
emergence of modern medical
science, not only did infant ·
mortality decline, but the emphasis on technology was established.
_Asbell pointed out that even
as recently as the 1960's and
l970's there existed traditionally oriented maternity care ·
which focused almost entirely
on medical and technological
prodecure. Although many "improvements had been made in
the realm of science, much more
could be done to make giving
birth a more comforable experience for the mother, child,
father, and siblings.
Asbell said control is the
central issue today. Parents
should be educated about the
many op~i?ns available to them,

and be able to make decisions
about procedures. During the
1960's and 1970's the operating
room doors were closed to
husbands, and siblings. Now
properly educated younsters and
husbands may participate in the
birth of ·their new family
member.
The next speaker, Judy Edwards, a certifed midwife who
works closely with a team of
doctors at WentworthDouglass, discussed the role of
the modern midwife. A midwife
is no longer a little old lady with
a black bag making house calls.
Rather she is a registered nurse
traineq to do not only all prenatal care but deliveries as well.
She may practice privately or
.for a hospital in conjuction with
a staff of doctors. Edwards said
she feels that to ractice pri-

vately is not ''financially viable,"
and it's also dangerous in view
of the fact that rates for malpractice insurance in obstetrics
are among the highest in the
medical field. Many practices
are closing today because they
can't afford the insurance she
said.
The midwife plays _a_major
role in the communication between patient and doctor. Edward said midwives tend to
explain prodecures to patients
more than doctors which may
put the patient more· at ease.
There is a fine balance between
the technological and the humanistic. Well-trained midwives
get to know their patients and
administer care in a more personal _way than a doctor might,
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
FRIDAYS AT NOON: University Theater Workshop, "Under
Milk Wood." Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, Noon - I p.m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR: "Two
Hundred Mile Exclusive Economic Zone: A Changing Ocean
Policy Horizon for Marine Science." Presenter: David A.
Ross, Department of Geology and Geophysics, Woods Hold
Oceanographic Institution. 1925 Room, Alumni Center, 3:45
p.m.
HOCKEY: Men vs. North Dakot_a, Snively, 7:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: Chrysler/P!Ymouth Video Dance Party. PUB,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Free.
·

SATURDAY,NOVEMBER9
HOCKEY: Men vs. North Dakota, Snively, 7:30 p.m.
CONTRA DANCE: Benefit dance for UNH Committee on
Central Amefica. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8:30
p.m. $3 donation.
.

MONDAY, N9VEMBER 11
VETERAN'S DAY: No Classes.
COLLEGE BOWL REGISTRATION DUE.
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES: Bud Freeman Quintet.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students $2.50.
General $3.50.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: The Roman Way, Richard
V. Desrosiers, Spanish Classics. Room 216, Hamilton Smith,
11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
MOBAY LECTURE SERIES: "New Insights into Lithium
· Reagents and the Metal-Halogen Exchange Reactions." lddles
Auditorium, 1103, 11 a.m.
FRENCH/ITALIAN FILM SERIES: "China Is Near" Room
303.)ames, 3:30 p.m. Admission: $1.
WOMEN'S HEALTH TRANSITIONS: Session II, "Adolescent Sexuality: From Car Seat to Back Seat." Dr. Leonard
M. Small, a pediatrician at Wentworth-Douglass Hospital
in Dover, will deliver a lecture geared toward earents. Alumni
Center, 7 p.m. Students free with ID, General $2.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13
PRE-REGISTRATION ENDS.
FRENCH/ITALIAN FILM SERIES: "China Is Near" Room ·
303,Jame~, 7 p.m. Admission: $1.
.
NEW-OLD CINEMA: "Way Down East." Room 110,
Murkland, 7 p.m. Free.
U.S. POLICY IN LATIN AMERICA LECTURE: Speaker,
Dr. Jonathan Fine, M.D., president of the American Committee
for Human Rights and sp<>kesperson for Physicians for Social
Responsibility. Parsons 1103, 7 p.m. Free.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: ''Under Milk Wood;·· preview,
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts 8 p.m. $2 at door.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14
BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: Gallery walk by
exhibiting UNH faculty artists. Paul Arts, noon.

... if you feel overwhelmed by the amount of
reading you must do for your classes, get help
at

TASk's 3 part Mini Course on
Efficient Reading

,

WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: Rita Arditti.
"Women and Reproductive Engineering." HillsboroughSullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
COLLOQUIUM: "Modern Art and Visual Science; From
Picasso to Optical Art," presented by Marianne Teuber, Art
Historian, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Forum
Room, Library, 3:40 - 5 p.m.
·
CENTRAL AMERICAN FILM SERIES: "When the Mountains Tremble," Emmy Award Winner's glimpse of the warring
society of Guatamala, and its corrupt politics and savagery
' (1984). Room 110, Murkland, 6:30 and 9 p.m. Admission
$2.
.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "The Godfather. Part II." Strafford
. Room, MUB, 7 p.m. only. Students - $1, Non-students - $2.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Under Milk Wood." Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Students/Staff/alumni/Srs: $4,
·
General $5.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15
FRIDAYS AT NOON: University Theater Workshop,~Put
Yourself in this Picture. Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, Noon
- 1 p.m.
·

Part III Selective Reading Techniques:
Surveying, Skimming, Scanning, Tues.
November 12, 12:30-2:00

UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Under Milk Wood." Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts; 8 p.m.
The New Hampshire (USPS 37?-280) is publis~ed an.d distribu~ed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are lucated m R~om
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durha~, N.H. 038?4. Busmess
Office ·liours: Monday~ Friday 10 am.- 2 pm . Academic year subscription:
$20.00: Third class pos.tage paid at Durham, NH 03~24. _A~v~rtisers. should
check their ads the ftrst day. The New Hampshue will in no case. be
· iesponsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notif~ed
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire;
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed ·p er issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
·
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ACADEMIC
CENTRAL UNIVERSIT Y RESEARCH FUND
(CURF) COMPETITIO N: CURF awards provide
support for graduate student research projects
and for faculty research projects for which the
solicitation of external funds is neither practical
nor feasible. Awards range from $100 to $2400.
Applications available in Research Administration
Office, Room 108, Horton. J>roposals, completed
applications and supporting letters due in Research
Administrati on Office by 4:30 p.m., November
12, 1985.
CAREER

1

MID-DAY CONNECTIO NS-STUDEN T VETERANS RAP SESSION: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Program. Stop by with your
lunch and discuss issues that are of special interest
and concern to students who are veterans. Wednesday, November 13, Underwood House, 17
Rosemary Lane, noon to 1:30 p.m. For more
information call 862-3647.
TAVOLA ITALIANA: Sponsored by Italian
Program. Wednesday, November 13, Room 102,
Murkland, noon.

CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZAT ION MEETWHAT CAN I DO WITH A MAJOR IN HISTO- ING: Brief business meeting followed by discussion
RY? Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. on "sex on campus." Wednesday, November
13,
Presentation covers academic requirements in the Catholic Student Center, 8 p.m.
history major and career possibilities upon UNH YOUNG REPUBLICA
NS ORGANIZA graduation. Tuesday, November 12, Carroll Room, TIONAL MEETING: Welcoming
all former
noon to 1 p.m.
members and anyone who would like to become
· EXPLORING CAREER OPTIONS AND FIND- a member. Wednesday, November 13, Grafton
ING CAREER INFORMATI ON: Sponsored by · Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
Career Planning and Placement. Methods and
resources for finding career information are PEOPLE FOR A FREE SOUTH AFRICA General
identified in this workshop. Tuesday, November
Meeting: Students, faculty, and staff: Come learn
12, Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
about South Africa and help encourage the
University System to divest from companies with
RESUME CRITIQUE SESSIONS: Sponsored by
subsidiaries there. Wednesday, November 14,
Career Planning and Placement. Receive feedback
Hamilton Smith Room 114, 7 p.m.
on resume drafts. Limited number of 15 minute
critiques on a first come, first serve basis.
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA NONWednesday, November 13, Room 203, Huddleston.
VIOLENCE TRAINING: Encouraged for all people
considering participating in acts of civil disobedience
CLUBS AND ORGANIZA TIONS
or wishing to promote a non-violent lifestyle. 8
hour training consists of _gro~p work, discussions
WILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING: presentation
on ecology of Bald.Eagles in Maine. Monday, and role plays. Saturday, November 16, Philip Hale
Room, Paul Arts, 10 a:m. to 6 _p.m. For more
November 11, Room 104, Pettee, 7 p.m.
information contact Terri Slanetz, 659-6188 or
AIDS INFORMAT ION TABLE: Sponsored by stop
by COCA Office, Room 124, MUB.
Campus Gay Alliance, Health Education Center,
UNH Health Services. Information available
COMPUTER SERVICES
pertaining to nature. of AIDS, probable means of
its transmission and rational steps one may take . Non-Credit Courses for a nominal fee are listed
to lessen probability of being directly exposed to
below.
it. Tuesday, November 12, Thursday, November
14 and Friday, November 15, Balcony Table,
ACADEMIC SERVICES: Registration is required.
Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Call 862-3 727 or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Hall
Clust~_r. Additional $5 charge for non-USNH ·
NOVEMBER BAG LUNCHES: Sponsored by
personnel. All courses are held in the Stoke Cluster
Non-Ttaditio nal Student Program. Tuesday,
Oassroom unless otherwise indicated.
November 12, Underwood House, l / Rosemary
Lane, noon to 2 p.m. Call 862-3647 for more
MICRO SYSTEM SEMINAR SERIES: Terminal
information.
Emulators Available for use on Microcomput ers
is~the topic. Several software packages are available
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MEETING: Tuesday,
for microcomputers which allow them to emulate
November 12, Rockingham Room, Memorial
computer terminals such as Digital's VTlOO. This
Union, 12:30 p.m.
enables the microcomptuer user to take advantage ·
of many special programs and features under such
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE MEETING: Tuesday,
systems as VAX/VMS. Familiarity with your
November 12, Philip Hale Room, Paul Arts, 7 p.m.
particular micro computer is assumed. Friday,
If you would like to get involved or just want more
November 22, from 2 to 4 p.m.
information write, CGA, Room 126, MUB or call
862-1001 or 862-2257 and leave a message. All
SMALL SYSTEMS RESOURCE CENTER: These ...
communications are completely confidential.
microcomput er skill-building sessions include
COUNSELIN G FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES: Sponhands-on instruction on various aspects of misored by Health Education Center and Health
crocomputers . Registration is not required but
Services. Counseling available on body image,
space is limited. Call 2249. Cost is $15 for each
relationships , independenc e/ dependence, etc.
session. All hands-on instruction is available in
Wednesdays, Hood House, 9 to 3:30 p.m. by · McConnell Hall, Room 104C, from 10 a.m. to noon.
appointment. Call 862-3823.
MS-DOS: You will learn what an operating system
DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU:
is and the features of MS-DOS. You will practice
Sponsored by Health Education Center, Health
formatting disks, .copying files, and setting up subServices. Discussion of the pressures and possidirectories. November 18.
bilities of being a student at UNH. Coping strategies.
relaxation, and time management will be discussed.
WORDSTAR /MAILMERG E: (Three ¥arcs) An .
·Wednesday, November 13, Gibbs, 8 p.m.
explanation of the installation and configuration
of the WordStar software will be given. You will
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLIC S-SUPlearn how to produce letters and simple documents
POR T GROUP MEETING: ·starting Friday,
using Menu commands. The MailMerge functions
November 15, Catholic Student Center, 7:30 to
of this software will also be covered. November
9p.m.
19, 20 & 21.
NUTRITION CLUB MEETING: Speaker, Valerie
Long, R.D. of Expanded Food & Nutrition Education
Program (EFNEP), followed by discussion of club
activities. Monday, November 18, Senate Room,
Memorial Union, noon to 1 p.m. All nutrition
students welcome.
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETING: All are welcome who are concerned about
the volatile situation in Central America. Join us
in bringing about positive change through education
and action. Tuesday, November 12, Horton Room
215, 7 p.m.
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZA TIQN MEETING: Tuesday, November 12, Merrimack Room,
Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
UNH PHYSICS CLUB SPECIAL MEETING:
Special discussion of theoretical and experimental
nuclear physics with guest speaker. Tuesday,
November 12, Belknap Room, Memorial Union,
7p.m.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. Tuesday, November 12, Room
207, Horton, 7 p.m.
·

FLOPPY SYSTEMS: How to install software with
recommendations on making backup and working
disks will be discussed as well as labeling and
numbering disks and logging activities. November
22.

INTERVIEW ER COMMENTS REVIEW: Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Learn
how you are coming across in your on-campus
interviews. Limited number of 10 minute reviews
on a first come, first serve basis. Thursday,
November 14, Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4
p.m.
JOB TARGETING FOR SENIORS AND GRADS:
' Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Learn
how to choose a career, define your objectives and
explore career directions. Especially tailored for
graduating students. Wednesday, November 13,
Carroll Room, Memorial Union, 4 to 5:30 p.m.
HEALTH
CONSUMER BOARD MEETING: Sponsored by
Health Services Consumer Board. Tuesday, November 12, Room 18, Hamilton Smith, 1 p.m.

Pro fess or Sitk off
goe s to San Dieg o
By Julie P. Barker
Forty UNH students selected
to go on the exchange this
spring to San Diego State University will be joined by Dr.
Harvard Sitkoff, a UNH history-'
professor.
Sitkoff will move to San
Diego with his wif~ and two
children at the end of January
to teach and do research for· the
semester..
'Tm looking forward to it
very much, for many reasons,"
said Si tkoff. 'T d like to think i _
of it as playing the role of a
' UNH ambassador by giving
lectures at other schools, he said
he hopes to raise the visibility
of · UNH in an area of the
country where people do not
know much about the university.
'Tm also looking forward to
having fun living in a different
part of the country and all the
things there are for my kids to
do too," Sitkoff added. "I've been
dreaming about the San Diego
Zoo already."
While out at SDSU Dr. Sitkoff will teach two sections of
American History from 1865
to the present, and one section
on the history of the Vietnam
1

War.
Professor Sitkoff is part of
a regular faculty exchange that
has existed at UNH for a while
not only with San Diego, but
with other schools as well.
Professor Han Heilbronner,
a colleague of Sitkoff, preceeded
him when he went to SDSU in
the spring of 1984.
'Tm very glad I did it," said
Heilbronne r. "I could do it
·again, but I couldn't stand a
lifetime out there. It would drive
me up a wall."
I came face to face with
students very different than
here. They were very illprepared. "I felt surfing, drinking and recreation were the
undergrad's primary concern,"
he said.
"The historians were super
in San Diego, and I'd love to
have them on my staff here,"
said Heilbronner.
Sitkoff went to San Diego last
year, when he traveled out there
to give a series of lectures.
Sitkoff and his family are
excited about the trip. 'Just the
id~a of a nice change in life,"
he said, "I love variety."

Professor Harvard Sitkoff will be joining 40 UNH students
in the San Diego State University exchange program, next
spring. (Guy Brooksbank photo)

Smi th Hall hold s
international lunc h
By Lisa Karakostas
.-.Last year it was quite good,"
Think about it: Mexican said Pinar Katrali, one of the
Chile, Chic.ken Biryani from coordinators of the luncheon.
India, Sushi from Japan, Scottish Katrali is from Turkey. She is
Shortbread, Golonka from Po- a sophomore at UNI{
land, Banana Plantin, Baklava
"It is a lot of work, but quite
from Greece. You'd have to take interesting," she said. Katrali
a trip around the world to enjoy · said the students hope to break
this diverse cuisine, right? even from the luncheon, but any
Wrong! .
profits they do make will go back
Next Friday, November 15, into Smith Hall. The cost of the
from 11:00-2:00 pm, Smith Hall luncheon is minimal.
is having an International Food
"You should be able to get a
Luncheon. There will be more decent meal for $2.50, including
than twenty dishes from all over sweets," Katrali said. All bevthe world to enjoy.
erages are free and international
The meal is sponsored by the music during the luncheon will
residents of Smith Hall, the provide entertainmen t.
internationa l student center.
Treat your palate to a differThe lqterna:tiona l Friendship ent taste and take a trip around
Group ·and the foreign language the world without ever leaving
clubs will also contribute dishes. Durham.
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Sail to the Bahamas!

---------------MERTON--------------~
(continued from page 3)

Includes:
• Grand Bahamas, Freeport, Great Isacs
and The Biminis

I

formed in the South as a mean.
of segregation. Kappa Sigma:
he went oh to say, originally had
in its national charter a rule .that
no Jewish or black peopl,e could
join the fraternity.
As a solution, Merton said
fraternities should either be
. banned, as they are at Colby and
Amherst Colleges, .or remain
but have a responsible adult
present at all fraternity functions. ·
Many have attacked Merton's
views saying they ruin the
images of fraternities. Merton,
however, feels fraternities have
ruined their own image. When
asked by Merton why they
joined a fraternity, brothers say
for "brotherhood and friendship
etc.. " Mertoh then points to the
posters around campus advertising pledge rushes. One is a
picture of a beer truck and the
other is a picture of a Calvin
Klein ad with a man bending ·
over a girl. "So, where's the
brotherhood?" Merton a$\cS.

Merton believes young boys turn to the group of women and the
to television for their male role three men present.
models. "Shows like 'He-man'
Inevitably the discussion
and 'Masters of the Universe' turned to fraternities and Merare detrimental to the growing ton's views on them. Merton
boy and enforce the macho believes that "joining a fraterimage on him." he said.
.
nity makes a big negative difSociety, Merton believes, also ference in the already formed
puts demands on men to have male patterns." Belonging to
high social stat.us and to be a fraternity, he feels, reinforces
dominant.
the macho ideals present in
An article on Dartmouth in society.
1979 was Merton's first example
As an alternative to joining
of feminist writing. Because he a fraternity, Merton believes
· is a professor in the college of it is be.µef icial to join an inteLiberal Arts, most of his stu- grated group of both men and
dents are women and many of women, so that equal relationthem are non-traditional (mar- ships between men and women
ried, divorced, or separated). can be established.
Occasionally they woulq ask
"Fraternities are based on
Merton "Where are all the good insecurity. The men who j~in
men?" This inspired him to do are afraid of dealing with womthe research he has done on the en on an equal basis so they
topic.
retreat to a fraternity where they
Merton .said, "Most men, even can treat women on their own
though they're not good at terms,'.' said Merton.
forming intimate relationships,
A male member of the au- ·
they want to be."
dience, a former fraternity
"The important thing is not member himself, added that
to give up on tl?-em," he stressed . fraternities were originally,
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New Acquisitions: ·
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Breakfast Club
Missing in Action 2
~ . Police ~cademv 2

i

1

:

Also VCR rentals-

'NO MEMBERSHIP
. . OR DEPOSIT

**

Speetal
.
Tues. & Wed. - only $1.25 a tape : . ,.

is required

~············

• Accommodations on board fully equipped
40-45 ft. luxury yachts

·
All Coast Guard required safefy equipment
Ucensed Captain
Customs and dockage
.
3 meals a day
(real food, not just hot dogs)
• Beverages
• Entertainment extras: Wind surfing
Snorkel gear
Cassette deck
and night life galore!

•
•
•
•

7 nights and 8 days
for only

s399 per person!
Space Limited~

ror more information,
contact Campus Representative: .
•J9tllh~- " Frank Pfosi, Lucy Lee Charters

436-9972
Box 4133 .
Portsmouth, NH 0380 l

::

. ~:
Cat's Eye
,...
Coming Soon: : .
Beyerly H~lls Cop :
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·The next lecture will be '
"Adolescent Sexuality: From
Car Seat to back Seat." It will
be held on November 12 at 7
.P m at the Elliot Alumni C~fl!er_'._
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FIZZQUIZ#2
T_he average American consumes 40 gallons
ofsoda a year, butfor this ''one a day" habit,
what do we really know about soft drinks?
Take the "Fizz Quiz" and find out.

·- li ABOARD!
The Good Food
Special

____ lfNH DAIRY BAR
Soups
Salads
Sandwiches
Beverages

Have a pie
and coffee
break this
' afternoon

in the llailroad Station across
Main St. from the Field H<!use

Try our
- - home-cooked specials
~

Ques~ion: Ca11 drinking soda make you
·shrink in size?

·.l!SIIOllD
.

.

Answer: See next page.
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©1985, The American Natural Beverage Corp.
100 Varick St., New York, NY 10013 Tel.: 1-800-GET-SOHO

·with-home-made cotri bread
served all day-everyday (Mon-S .. 1/
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-------------JOHNSON------------~

. l.Jri.iv~ity Theater 1985-86 Season

JohnSe>n Theater

.
-NDER
U
MII.K
N~b..l<l-16"8P.M.
. . . O··o· D
presents
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Isabel and Harriet-Paul

Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham

W

November2oat2P.M.
November 21-23 at 8 P.M.
Preview, November 13 at_8 P.M.

A 'Pliiy far Voices

.·General: $5
UNH Students/Employees/Alumni
and Senior Citizens: $4
Preview: $2
Reservation5: (603) 862-2290

by Dylan Thomas
directed by Gilbert B. Davenport

r----- .

.

Dinner Theater Package
New England Center Restaurant

MUUVUU-

---Night Grill

------S pecials---Hamburger

MondayTuesday-

(continued from page 3)
myself, Johnson, you're crazy.. .' of ground."
air a medical talk show and
It was a dramatic introduction
Johnson spoke about the wanted a knowledgeable phyfor me to what my role might claim of three Paris physicians sician, rather than a television
turn out to be at the network that cyclosporene was able to personality, to host the show.
1
level," Johnson said.
help AIDS patients recover. He Dr. Timothy Johnson was reA lot of what Johnson does said it was a fascinating ~ase commended highly to Channel
with ABC is not just medical; study, but that we have to· 5. WCVB's vice president of
in the above example what he question the researchers' mo- programming called Johnson
does has political connotations. · tives and judgements in releas- to offer him tl?-e job.
· When President Reagan deve- ing the information to the public · "At the time I got the call I
loped colon cancer last summer without any further evidence was busy taking care of a heart
_h~_ b~ame a l~!_g~ P~..!t-.of
other than the improvement of attack victim in the emergency
Johnson's work once agam. two AIDS patients in five days. room. ·The only talk shows I'd
Johnson was amazed at the
"As to the motives of the heard of were those crazy shows
impact the media coverage had Paris researchers they could on the radio as I drove home .
in enlightening Americans clearly range from utterly al- I told the programming vice
about cancer of the colon.
truistic ... to blatantly worldly president that I was really not
"It was fascinating to realize and downright cynical; if I'm interested in the job. But they
that because of this person's right, maybe a Nobel prize, if talked me into trying it for a
illness we were suddenly talking I'm wrong ~hat's to lose. Ul-: month,andastheoldstorygoes,
in a very open and explicit
timately God alone can judge I've been here ever since,"
fashion about matters that were their motives."
Johnson said.
~or~ all~ felt t_o _be inappropJohnson
graduated
from
AlSeveral years later he found
1
riate, said Johnson. bany Medical School in 1969, himself working for ABC News
Johnson is not only medical practicing medicine in Massa- and last year was made full time
editor of ABC World News
chusetts for several years after. ABC News medical editor. He
Toni~ht. but is the medical
He then accepted a research js also a syndicated· columnist.
editor of ABC's Nightline,
fellowship at the department Bis columns run in the Chic'!-_go
20/20, and Good Morning Amerof continuing education at Har- Tribune and in The Washington
ica. Johnson said that some of
vard University and Massachu- Post.
the most interesting experiensetts General Hospital. This led · Johnson also holds a Bacheces he's had this year have been
to continued association with lor's degree in Divinity from
with the 20/20 program because
the Harvard Medical ·School the North Park Seminary in
of the longer time frame which
Health Newsletter. Increasingly Chicago, and is an ordained ·
is allowed.
his interests turned toward rnirii~ter. He serves as associa.tP
"On 20/20 we get 14 to 16
education of the public in med- .mm1ste.r of _ the Commun1~y
minutes to do a report, which
ical and health matters.
, Convent Church in West Peabdoesn't sound like much, but
In 1972 Channel Five in ody, Mass.
with highly produced programBoston (WCVB-TV) decided t<?
. fJ!ing w~- cal! r~ally cover a lot

IMPROVE GRADES

Grilled Cheese & Ham
Wednesday-

Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato ~
ONLY69¢
M-R 3:30-7:30

·WANTED
One news editor
Two ma11~_ging editors
SEE THE NEWHl\MPSHIRE
- ROOM 151 MUB
-

Professionally Tvped Paper
Get Results

'*Speci~ Rates
Available for Students.
Pree Pickup and Delivery
. Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Call- Brenda at Seacoast
Secret~rial S~rv_ices-

430-9580.
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Paying back yout college loan
can'be a long, uphill~a~~~uf the
Armu,s
rogram
., Loan Rena~en
~
')
'
.
mak~~ it easy.
~
'(__,_:
'
. Each year you aerve ~s a soldfor,
th~ Army ~ill reduce y~ur ~ollege · . ·
d~bt by 1/a·or,$1,500, .whichever - .
.
amount is greater. So. after serving just
3 years,,your colleg~ ,lo~ will be ,tom..·
pletely~paid off. · '·
·, "
,You're eligible for this ~rat11 ~·
w:ith a ~at-ional Direct~~ud~!J.~ Loan
' or a Guaranteed SfudentLoan &- a
Fedetally Insured Y
Studant Loan made
after October: 1, _
1975. And the loan('.~ .
can't be in default.
_
. . -· "
. , And just because you've left col..
lege~ don't think yotl'll st9p learning
in the Army. Our ski~rainiQg c>ffers.
a wealth of valuable high..t~di, .career..
oriented ·skills. Ca11 your local A-rmy ·
Recruiter to find Ot1t more. >
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It's about time!
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Custom
T-Shirt
Printi!lg

-

/ (603) 431-8319
T·SHIRTS • GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS& TOTES

3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOU TH. NH 03801

FI ZZ ED #2
Answer : Yes! Alice in Wonderl and was not the
· only person to be .d iminishe d by a beverage. If
consume d in sufficient quantity, drinks containing phospho ric acid can aggravate osteoporosis,
a crippling disease where calcium is leached
from the bones. Victims of osteoporosis suffer a
reductio n of height and an increased chance of
broken bones.

You're on the fast track and
you can use all the help you
can get to stay there. Take a
good look at IBM's family of ·
PC's ... or get someone in
"your family to look atour ·
family. It could be an instant
love-affair!

'J'

Stand tall and-dri nk
-all natural Soho. No
phosphoric acid or other'

An IBM PC. , When time really counts.

unpronounceables~.

.::®
==-=
--- --- ----- -------

only delicious natural
ingredients.

-~-·.es

©1985. The American Natural Beverage Corp.
100VarickSt ., New York, NY 10013 Tel.: 1-800~GET-SOHO ,
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COMPENSATED POSITIONS
WITH MUSO
Join the largest programming organizatiqn on campus!. MUSO has openings in
the following positions-for Spring Semester 1986. ·

Women in Sports
"Health. Issues for the Athlete"
Slide presentatio_n an9 _question/ answer period

Carol Eiler, Hood House
Robin Meeks, Women's Athletic Trainer

-PUBLICITY DIRECTOR
-ASSISTANT PUBLICITY DIRECTOR
-PBOTOSCBOOL DIRECTOR
. -DARDOOM DIRECTOR
For more information and applications
stop in th~ MUSO office, Room 148 in
the MUB.

-Tues., November 12
6:00 pm
Coos/Cheshire _Rm.-MUB

sponsored by UNH Women's Center

Deadline Date Nov. 29th -

Smith Hall InternatiOnal Center· and Mortar Boa.rd
present

INSIDE STORY

GODAN.D
RELIGION

- .
.
Tuesday, November 12, 1985

7:30 .p.m.

' SMITH HALL

Refreshments will be provided by Mortar Board
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market was a prime target for
developers because the zone
ordinance was one page long.
"It was not very effective,"
said Hicks.
In addition, Newmarket's
master plan, devised in 1971,
is now obsolete accordlng to
several members on the zoning
board.
Some natives on the planning
board tried three successive
times, over four years, to impose
more restrictive zoning laws.
The proposals were voted down
by town citizens.
"People, · especially oldtimers, don't like to be told what
to do. They don't want change,
whether it is change for the
better or worse," said Mary
Bender, an alternative member
on the zoning board.
Bender also felt residents
rejected the new zoning ordinance because they did not
understand the real issue.
Wilfred Laporte served on the
planning board for ten years
before "he gave up in disgust."
After years of putting time
and money towards zoning
ordinances which the town
consistantly rejected, Laporte
said it was "just too frustrating."
Some members on the zoning
board feel Newmarket needs to
stop growth and analyze the
·effects of development before
any more is allowed to progress.
Members of the Newmarket

(continued from page 2)
planning board, are acting under condominium complex go _up
1979 state law. They say the . in theii: neighborhood. Now~
moracorium is needed to give people are complaining. There
them a chance to revise the should be quite a turn-out at our
town's 1970 master plan, and next town meeting," said one
. develop guidelines for control~ member on the planning board.
Jim Hicks of the Stratford
ling development.
Newmarket would become .Regional Planning Committee
only the second town in New and regional advisor to the .
Hampshire to freeze develop- newmarket zoning members,
pointed out "master plans and
ment. Pembroke was the first.
Development has reached a zoning ordinances can manage
pojf!!._ where almost every res- growth." "But/' he added, "peo-ioent is seei(lg a _new hO\iSeor- pie cannot prevent ~rowth."

TAS Tip of the Day
Professors are invarua~Te resources-use .
,them. Take advantage of office hours to get ·
clarification on problem a·reas or to discuss
.~!9~R~ic~s~~~w~h~ic~h-..-..in~te~r~e~st~o~u~·~---.--.........-..-.....~---~~

Main St.
Durham,N.H.
868-2791

The New Ha"!pshire :
will not be published

on Veterans' Day
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presents

DOVER AUTO SUPPLY

Amalie 10-40 Motor
Oil
.99¢ per quart with
........•............ ,
this ad
•
•:•

UNH .c elebrity Series

Pinchas Zukerman
virtuoso violinist
Monday, November 18 at 8 p.m.
Johnson Theater

no limit, valid Durham store only

Your complete auto, parts headquarters spe~ ·
cializing f~r the do..:it-yourselfer

Students and Senior Citizens $7 in advance .Faculty and Staff S9 in advance
General Public and All at the Door $11

-·

JONfGH1, Nw~ CJ~
Gra_nite State R.oo.{!1

8 pm _(doors op.en at 7)

Tickets are still on.sale at the MUB Ticket Office &.at the . doo~_
$3 undergrad students with valid ·10
adm.itt.ed
·All ages
' .
$5 gener.ai .public .~~d at the door·
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INSTITU TE FOR THE STUDY OF
EARTH, OCEANS AND SPACE
.presents

Dr. Edward Boyle
.~assachusetts In~~itute

<?f Technology

"Ocean Paleochemical Tracers:
Implications for Deep Ocean Circulation
and Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide"
Wednesday, November 13
·
4:00 pm
Paul Arts Center-M223

------------------AIDS----------------~
(cont~nued .from eage 3).

·warming. Everyone was suppor- ·
tive," he said.
Phil said he began reading
everything he could about the
disease. He altered his diet and
on the advice of friends took
other steps to fight the disease. ·
He said he also combats AIDS
. through faith in himself and by
_living for tod~y.

At the end of the add res~ he
thanked people for coming.
"The interest is heartening,"
he said.
·
~Reverend Fre.derick J. Pe~nett, Jr., chaplain to the University_ spoke last. He talk~d
about wh.at people could do m
response to AIDS and AIDS
patients.___

, Follow-up discussions on the
· AIDS forum will be held on
November 13 in each of the
residential areas. For Area I it
will be in the Lord Main Lounge
at 8:00 p.m.; Area II, Devine
Lounge at 7:00 and for Area III,
,' Babqx:k ~ain Lounge at 9:00.
·-

-------- CHILDBIRTH-----~

yet the doctor acts as a reaClily
available backup should something go wrong.
_
Dr.John B. Gillespie followed
up saying that he and the other
doctors at Wentworth-Douglass
·have "enjoyed their association
.with the midwives." Gillespie's
discussion touched on three
major areas of concern to couples wishing_ to have children,
and what can be done now and
in _tl!_~Juture _ tQ.._h~lp with

. (continued from page 5)
problems in these areas.~ reason for info~ti_lity in women
. · According to Gillespie, 15 i~ h?rmonal imbalan~e resulting.
percent of all couples wishing in irregular ovulat10n. Fortuto bear children are unable to nately, medication which is
do so. Forty percent of the effective in inducing ovulation
infertility factors may be attrib- in 80 percent of women with
uted to the male, while 60 the problem is now available.
percent may be attributed to the
Another common cause for
female. Gillespie said, however, infertility in women is a blockthat it should be made clear that age of the Fallopian tube. In this
"there are no faults. They are case the egg and sperm are
in it together."
unable to meet. There is great
Gi~espie s_ajd_that a common
hope for women with this
.problem. A Dr. Steptoe o'f
England has developed a prodecure for actually "harvesting "
the egg after ovulation through
a minute incision into the tube.
A sample of properly treated
male sperm is added and incubated for two to three days. It
is then implanted into the
uterus. Although the procedure
is expensive, it may be the only
hope for couples; especially
today when it is difficult to
adopt. _
Gillespie said he thinks there
is a tendency for couples to
think, "you get pregnant, tell
the world, have a baby. It's not
that simple," he said," and many
things can happen that will be
emotionally traumatic for a
couple."
According to Gillespie, 1520 percent of all pregnancies
result in spontaneous miscarriage. He said that almost every
woman that experiences mis:carriage can think of something
she did to cause it, and because
of that she experiences guilt.
Gillespie said the first thing he
tells those patients in counselling is it was genetical~y determi ried. Somethitjg happened
during conception that resulted
in a "blighted ovum." This
hopefully removes guilt from
the woman.
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Non-smoking travel minded roommate
seeks same for fun and adventure.

This semester, move in with a Macintosh~
For starters, it's incredibly light and compact. So
you can take it places.
And more important, Macintosh can take
you places. From Biology 101 to advanced physics.
From beginning French to the Italian Renaissance.
From an average student to a Magna Cum Laude.

The point being, Macintosh helps students
work better, quicker and more creatively.
And the beauty of Macintosh is, you don't
have to know diddley about computers tff use one.
So if yodre going to have a
roommate, why not have one willing
to help you with your homework?

© 1985 Apple Computer, Inc Apple a~d the ~pie logo are registered trademark.5 of Apple Computer, Inc Macintosh IS a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc and IS bemg used with Its express perm1s.s10n

FOR SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES
CALL DIANE COTTER, UNH PURCHASING OFFICE
862-2330
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Editorial
Marcos:· A les so n lea rn ed ?
Last week, it appear ed the United States
govern ment had learne d an impor tant
lesson about foreign dictato rs. At a congressi onal hearin g on the propri ety of
contin uing foreign aid to the Phillip ines,
two senior State Depar tment officia ls
warne d that the author itarian regime of
Presid ent Ferdin and Marcos was likely to
topple within the next three years and
caution ed against further financial suppor t.
That testim ony seeme d to break with
the Ameri can traditio n of suppor ting any
pro-U .S. regim e-reg ardles s -of its
oppres sivenes s-as long as the govern ment
remain ed fervent ly anti-co mmuni st. In the
past, this policy has caused the United States
to be on the wrong side of social revolut ions
in Cuba and Nicar·a gua and has promptec;l
CIA-b acked overth rows of legitim ates,
democ ratical ly elected govern ments in
Guatem ala and Chile.
The results of a foreign policy based on
anti-co mmun ist parano ia are eviden t in
the pro-So viet regime s ·in Havan a and
Manag ua and the percep tion by most Latin
Americ ans that Americ a is in league with
their oppres sors.
So, it was refres hing to hear Reaga n

Admin istrati on officia ls say they would
recomm end pulling the rug out from under
the Marcos dictato rship (and even suppor ting a modera te opposi tion group in a coup)
if the govern ment did not mend its ways.
Unfor tunate ly, this new .policy on the
Phillip ines has not presag ed a more
enligh tened approa ch to govern ments
elsewh ere.
This week, the U.S. Embassy in Guatem ala procla imed that the electio ns held in
that nation last Sunday were "the final step"
on the road to bringin g a truly democr atic
govern ment to power. At best, the firstplace finish of Christi an Democ rat candid ate
Vinicio Cerezo would bring Guatem ala up
to a par with nearby El Salvador.
Salvad oran Presid ent Jose Naple on
Duarte has made some attemp ts at democratic reform s, but the nation 's militar y
remain s essenti ally unchec ked in its atrocities agains t alleged rebel sympa thizers .
Indeed , it is doubtfu l that Duarte 's govern ment would have have survive d the tumult
of the last few years were it not for massiv e
infusio ns of U.S. aid.
Like puarte , Cereze (who must .s~ill face

rightis t oppon ent Jorque Carpio Nicoll e
in a run-off) is a modera te, at least by Centra l
Ameri can standa rds. But even if Cereze
is victori ous with his platfor m of limited
reform , it is questio nable whethe r he will
be able to curb the excesses of the milita!:'y.
His electio n would not be "the final step"
toward s democ racy; it would be the first
. hestita nt shuffle on a long, long road.
Obviou sly, the State Depar tment is not
ignora nt of the status of Guate malan
democracy. Howev er, the Reagan Admin istratio n must presen t the impres sion that
consid erable progre ss is being made if it
hopes to secure Congr ession al approv al
of continu ed aid to Guatem ala.
Clearly, the U.S. does not feel confide nt
enough to be as honest about human rights
violati ons in nearby Centra l Ameri ca as
it has becom e in its criticis m of abuses in
the far-off Phillip ines. Until Ameri ca
deman ds the same adhere nce to democr atic
princip les of all of its "alli~s" and reports
withou t hesita tion oppres sion by these
govern ments, more Cubas and N icaraguas
are destine d to occur.
But appare ntly our govern ment has not .
learned that lesson yet.

Letters
Merton, Emily Moore, Susan 0. much of the school spirit and
White, Barry L McMich ael, Pat enthusiasm of that Weekend.
Murphy, and Kad Pillemer for ,
The Float Contest Winners :
making this program possible . Third Place, Kappa Sigma; Second
To the Editor
Thanks are also due to the many Place, Chi Omega/Sigma Beta; and
People in UNH residence halls
faculty who supported this program First Place to Lord l:Iall. For the
need more telephon e directori es.
by encourag ing students to attend Cheerin g Contest: Third Place,
The directori es that were distrib- and to the members of the UNH Engleha
rt Hall; Second Place,
uted in The New Hampshire prior commun ity who caqie to' listen, Hunter Hall;
to the activation of the new phone learn, and discuss. We especiall y Kappa Theta and First Place, Phi
and Scott Hall.
system are a scarce resource on apprecia ted the excellen t particAlso special recogniti on to Phi
campus. It is unnecessary to include ipation of the student body.
Phi Kappa Theta and Scott Hall
phone numbers that did not change
Violence against . women is a for gaining
(most academic offices). But it pervasive problem not· only in the the officialthe most points to be
Homeco ming All
would be extremely helpful to have family and in intimate relation - 'Round Winners!
a list of residenc e hall phone · ships, but also in the form of sexual
Karen Talbot,
numbers and other numbers that harassm ent in the workplac e and
Major Events Intern.
changed . There is a demand for classroo m. As many presente rs
more phone directori es. Please pointed out, these problems are so ·
supply them.
pervasive that we often do not label
Sheila L. Shadeed rape,
battering , and sexual harass- . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - •
ment as violence , but
rather see
them as "the way things ate." The Letters
to the editor should
large particip ation of the UNH
commun ity in this Teach-In indi- be typed and signed , and
cates a commitm ent to the impormust
tant process of educating ourselves
To the Editor:
about
violence
against
women,
and
On behalf of the UNH Presiinclude
dent's Commis sion on the Status this educatio n is critical to prevention
and
change.
an address
of Women, I would like to thank
Sincerely,
the many member s of the UNH
and
telepho
ne numbe r
Cindy B. Leerer, Coordinator
community who participated in the
. UNH President's Commission
October 31 Interdisciplinary Teachfor verification.
· on the Status of Women
In on Violence Against Women
Addres s all mail to:
COipons ored by the College ol
Liberal Arts and the Commission.
Tl/e New
Special thanks to Dean Stuar'
Palmer and Arnold Linsky of tht·
Hampshfre,
College of Liberal Arts for thei1
Room 151,
support and assistanc e, and to
presenter s Murray A. Straus, Kris- To the Editor:
MUB.
I would
to cake this time to ,
tine Baber, Jeanine Berratta, Jean name
somelike
organizat
ions who were . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _im
E. Ellison, Angela Browne, Ellen
, S. Cohn, Melody Graulich , James a positive asset co the success of
Ptacgk, Susan Douglas Franzosa ; · Homecoming, but were not recogCatHryn Adamsky,-Barbara Hous- nized for their efforts by anyone
ton, Freder:ic k Samuels._ Andrew ~n your staff. These people showed

Tele pho nes

Teach-in

Hom ecom ing

Wri te
to you r
new spa per
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Miniature Thoughts

More.input
needed

What are words for?

By Jay Ablondi
There is a lot of unnecessary controversy centering
around the recent Room and Board Agreement
revisions proposed by the head of Residential Life,
Carol Bischoff. The controversy about these revisions
lie not in.the actual changes but more to the process
which brought about these now controversial
changes.
As the system stands now, there is no formal
means to' guarantee the student senate input on
Room and Board Agreement revisions. The result
is that the revisions that have been proposed seem
unfair to resident hall students in the eyes of the
student senate.
If the senate were to act only on those powers
formally given to it by the current process, these
proposed revisions would have by-passed the senate
on to Dean of Students J. Gregg Sanborn's desk
for approval without having sufficient student input
of the revisions by means of the senate.
It was not until the student senate took the
initiative to study and scrutinize these changes
that the senate realized that the current procedures
did not insure sufficient student input. The problem
here is not with Carol Bischoff. The senate knows
that she is thinking of the student's best interest.
The problem is that Carol Bischoff is not a student
and only with the addition of input from the student
senate will she have a true understanding of what
the students (whom the student senate represents)
best interests are.
For example, one revision, if passed, will allow
any University official to enter and remove lounge
furniture from the room without the need of the
student's presence. One does not have to be an expert
on individual's rights to see that this. revision leaves
a lot .of room to the imagination. The senate does
not believe it is in any student's best interest to
have "any University official" going in and out
of his room any time they wish.
Another proposed revision, if passed, will allow
any University official to enter a student's room
in order to conduct periodic fire inspections. This
also gives any University official free run of a
student's room.
"Residential Life has a responsibility to the
students," claims Carol Bischoff. She is right.
HQwever, once again, an aspect of the student's
best interest have been overlooked.
The student senate has suggestions that may
alleviate the problems that the students have with
these revisions. One such suggestion is to change
"any University official" to a "trained University
official" when stating who is to conduct the periodic
fire inspections. Preferably, this trained official
would be a non-student. The student senate has
sent its suggestions to Dean Sanborn. Now he has
both Residential Life's and the senate's recommendations to base his decision on. '
The proposed revisions in themselves are not
the issues here. The importance of this incident
is that we, as a· University, learn from it. What this
"controversy" shows is the need for formal student
senate involvement on the Room and Board
Agreement revision process to ensure that all aspects
of the student's best interest are considered. This
formal involvement does not exist, for if it did then
this controversy would indeed be "unnecessary."
Hopefully in the future a formal system for student '
senate input will exist and the student will be better
off for it.
i

·jay Ablondi is chairperson of ·the Stydents for the
University Council of the student senate.
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By Dan Devlin

As Andy Rooney might say, "Did you ever notice
and/ or what group of letters am I good at saying?''
- that nobody talks full words anymore? Everybody
He can choose to be in any program from E.E., M.E.,
is using abbreviations these days." This style of
O.T., or PChem, to AnSci, Admin, Econ, or C.S.
speech is ·especially.characteristic of students in
What is the objective of a student? To get a degree,
general and UNH students in particular. There,
of course. The selection of a major leads to the
I just did it myself-UNH. Why not? It saves me
decision of wh~ch degree to attain. The coll~ge
a tremendous amount of time and space.
student may decide on a range of degrees from RS.,
This phenomenon begins in the junior and senior · B.A., B.Ed., or for those studying for more than
years of high school as students look to the future.
four years an M.S., M.A., M.B.A, and for some, the
Those who decide to pursue a college career
culminating step, the Ph.D.
encounter a series of entrance exams such as the
After coming to UNH, the learning process is
PSAT, SSAT, SAT, and the AP. They 'also are forced
far from over. Daily life takes the student from
to meet deadlines in filling out "college app's" if
his dorm (perhaps E-hardt or the mini's), to Hudd
they want to get into good schools such as B.C., ·and beyond to other places such as Murk, S.S.C.,
B.U., ot UNH. Abbreviations have at this point
the Libes, or in some cases ROTC (rot-cee). From
started to become a way of life for the college-bound
time to time after a hard day of work, friends may
senior.
relax at the T.P. or go to the MUB or watch STVN
Prior to his freshman year at UNH, the
or see a movie by MUSO.
prospective Wildcat is inundated with catalogs and
I wonder if those who founded our language ever
pamphlets containing a series of abbreviations
thought their words would be reduced to abbrenecessary for survival and success. Which school
viations, initials and acronyms. Apparently our
should he choose? There is WSBE (whiz-bee), LA,
~bbreviated form of speech is a w.o.l. (way of life),
CEPS and others. What should his major be? Now
1s h.t.s . (here to stay) and we just have to learn
here is a tough question because in any major one
to l.w.i. (live with it). ·
·
must take req's, pre-req's, and co-req's, as well as
the dreaded gen-eds. The decision comes down
to a question of "what abbreviation do I like saying , Dan Devlin is a senior adm/n. ·major.

And who is your favorite?
What ever happened to the old boyhood ~idol?
Has the new generation outgrown this stage?, ,
I remember growing up in Boston. You had to
have an idol so you would have something to argue
about at recess with your "buddies." I was always
the oddball because I was a New York Yankees fan,
so the debate would be Louie Tiant vs. Catfish Hunter
or Fudge Fisk, vs. Thurman Munson. These we_re
quite the· heated arguments which sometimes even
got us a date with the teacher after school.
Now-a-days, you very rarely see this sort of activity
anymore, and for good reason. The all-American
triad of baseball, hot dogs and apple pie has
transformed into gambling; akohol and drugs. Take,
for example, the Dallas Cowboys, football's
supposedly "America's team." My best friend
Steven's boyhood idol was Tony Dorsett. Granted
he is a great running back, but he and six other
Cowboys are about to stand trial for possession
of cocaine. By the way Steve, I still hate Dallas with
a passion.
The kids growing up in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
must have a hell of a time picking a role model.
The Pittsburgh Steeler dynasty has ended and they
are ready to claim last place in their division. The
Penguins haven't moved out of the basement for
as long as I can remember, and the Pirates .. ah yes,
the Pirates. They were world champions in 1979
and look at them now. It is coke centr,al of major
league baseball. No wonder the Pittsburgh entry
of the Major Indoor Soccer League has a sellout
for every game.
Some more idol worthy people who have really
bummed me and other people out are Denny
McClain, Joe Pepitone, Edwin Moses and Steve
Howe.
McClain, a former 20 game winner for the Detroit
Tigers, is now in jail for God knows how many years

Eating alone
I'm 22-years-old and I like cafeteria food. It took
quite a while for me to admit this unthinkable fact
but I believe that now, as a senior, I must come
out of the closet for good.
When I was a freshman I went along with
everyone else because I wanted to be liked. "Sure,
I hate that gross cafeteria food too," I would say.
For fear of ostracism I would go along with the
pack and hate the food with them. I would poke
fun at the food. I would play with the food. I would
even go so far as to make rude comments to the
ladies who serve the food. But no longer will I hold
this facade. Now, as a senior, I don't care if anyone
likes me. Its time for me to branch out and show
some real independence. I may sit alone in the halls
of Huddleston for the rest of my college days: But
I don't care. I like cafeteria food and I'm not afraid
to admit it.

By Pat Graham

tor loansharking, fraud and drug possession.
Pepitone, a former gold glove winner for the
Yankees, is in jail for drugs and gambling.
Even though Olympic gold medalist Edwin Moses
has been declared innocent of possession, I am still
prone to think that his standing has been knocked
down a few levels just for the accusation.
Howe, a potentially great pitcher and 20 l!ame
winner for the Los Angeles Dodgers, is now out
of baseball at the ripe old age of 24 because of his
nasty drug habits.
These things make me ill! These guys busted
their humps to get where they are, or were, and
they throw it all out the window. I would kill for
a one season paycheck in any sport. The only
advantage that I've heard of is that Enos Cabell
of, the Dodgers said t~at his battihg average went
up 100 points while playing on coke. "Just a quick
toot between innings," said Cabell in the Boston
Globe ..That is retarded! Why don't these people
just use their God given talents. That's what got
them there in the first place.
My boyhood idol was John McKenzie of the Bostoa
Bruins, simply because everyone else liked Bobby
Orr. My uncle would always, tease me because of
my choice. "I thought I was your idol?" he would
say to me. He was a good wide- receiver for the then
Boston Patriots and my grandfather played c~n
terfield for the Boston Red Sox, but I unfortuQ.atel
never got the chance to meet him.
With all of these problems jn professional sports,
I can see why the modern idols of youngsters today
are the likes of Hulk Hogan, Rowdy Roddy Piper,
Andre the Giant and Rambo.
Long _live bl_ood, guts and wrestling!!!!

Pat Graham is a sports writer for The New Hampshire.

By W. Glenn Stevens ·
Recently I visited a close friend of mine at
Middlebury College in Vermont. Beautiful campus,
beautiful people, lousy food. At a school that costs
· $16,000 to $17,000 per year you would think they
could afford some decent grub.
After eating this Middlebury food (whatever it
was), I happily returned home to Durham and some
real dining.
For all the heat the cafeterias take here at UNH,
this is one guy who's openly willing to take h.is
hat off to the chefs. I like the food you cook!
So when you folks happen to see a lonesome
looking diner sitting by himself in Huddleston you'll
know who he is. But I don't care, I'm a senior.
Keep up the good work.
. W. "Glenn Stevens is a reporterforTh~ New Hampshire:'
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No small opinion(: ·D urham children.l ook at· UNH
say about college students, or
.'By Francoise von Trapp
. Young voices filled the class- as third grader, Chandler Bulroom as the students chatted lard calls them, "Big Kids."
"Some college students rented
and worked. Red crayons were
swapped for blue ones as the a next door house," Sean said,
issues of the day: games, girls, adding in a serious tone,
· boys and basketball, were dis- · "They' re a lot better than I
cussed. It was raining outside, thought they'd be. The only ·
so recess was being held indoors problem with them is they used
·at Oyster River Elementary to blast their stereo ;it night and
. my dad went to talk to ·them
School.
1
The second grade classroom about that and they didn't do
is a colorful plac~ to learn. it anymore."
Sean's classmate Amy Howell
Bulletin boards are brightly
decorated, and miniature desks knows a lot about UNH because
and chairs are arranged in her father teaches there. This
·groups. It is ~ite_ djffr_~~IJ.~ fr<?!!! serious you~h with straight, , .
· the unadorned lecture halls of shoulder length blonde hair says .
Horton and McConnell at she likes being the daughter of
a college professor. "My dad has
UNH. ·
However, lessons learned a computer," she explained,
here are just as important as "We can play on the computer .
those learned at the university. and it'.s fun." Amy said she also ·
The kids are enthusiastic about likes swimming and is on the
life, school, and UNH. After all, Oyster River Swim Team.
The loudspeaker ~rackled, and
Durham is their town too.
the princpal' s voice intern~.pted
"Oh yes, I like living in
Durham!" said Sean Moriarty, the children's discussion. They
a lively, blonde second grader fell silent, focusing their atten- John Gallup, a 6th grader at Oyster River Middle Sch"Qol, takes a shoe-tying break at the MUB
who loves hockey. "I have tion on the voice of authority.
season tickets for the UNH "The rain seems to have bowling lanes. (Guy Brooksbank photo)
Wildcats. On UNH hockey stopped," she said, "You may neartheunivefsity because she ; plained that she used to live in you've got everything. It's fun
games I can stay up 'til ten go outside for the remainder of likes to walk by and see all the Boston and visits Egypt every because near there (UNH)
because it ends it ten." Sean recess." Shrieking and cheering, students. "I walk pas~. the fra- . other year. "I like it but it's there's all this space that you
can_play."
wore a blue t-shirt ·with a the children ran out the door ternities and sororities· ·and all · ' crowd~d." she said.
While second and third gradand onto the priorities centering that, and I see them sitting out
number seven on it.
there drinking beer and going ... " ers are preoccupied with UNH
As Sean talked aoout living on the playground.
George Jenkins, a bu'.dy fifth
Out on the playground, the she said, making a face illustrat- : Hockey and collecting items .
in Durham, his classmates left
their desks, coloring forgotten, popular game is "two square." ing her point and laughed. This . bearing the UNH logo, and fifth . grader, says he likes living in'
to eagerly add their opinions. Participants stand along the tall, athletic girl with short grade boys and girls were preoc- a college town "'cause there's
Their eyes brightened and vo- outlines of a circle or square and brown hair and arm in a sling, cupied with one another, all of a lot of activities; we can do free
ices rose excitedly as they com- ·hit a ball back and forth. "You was joined by her friend and them agree that activities at · skating and swimming and stuff
1
UNH are Durham's ·greatest ) like that."
. peted with their peers to speak. have to hit it over the line · classmate Neveen Fareg.
assets.
an
is
(Durham)
it
guess
"I
circle,
the
of
out
going
it
without
At last, someone was interested
Casey Basica, a third grader
- in what they had to say. "Me -or square,'' explained fifthgrad- interesting place and it isn't very
next, do me next," they shouted. er Sarah Gooze. "If it doesn't busy." Neveen said. She is an who likes soccer said he likes
Sarah Goozesaid she wants
Whereas UNH students tend go over the line you're out and exotic looking child with bril- UNH for the shirts, sweatshirts to go to UNH when she grows :
to get caught up in college life if it goes out of the square you're liant blue eyes that sharply and "all that stuff." Why does up. "But my mom wants me to
and fail to notice children, out."
contrast her dark complexion he like living in Durham? go to Arizona so she can visit
. .
.
.
Durham children have a lot to
1g___ and cu!l¥ bro_wn ha~r. She ex- _ "Y <?u've got the 9utb3:c~ a_nd .in the winter."
S~rah said she liked 11vu_

Students in_search of Englandi
required to attend for a full year. involved in the transition beBy Ami Walsh
However, there are advan- . tween the US academic system
Thinking about studying in
American students will 'and the British system is lestages.
,
England? With the strength of
contact with British sened. Often British professors
direct
in
be
the US dollar against the British students in regular university will teach the course but follow
abroad
study
to
pound, the time
courses. Depending on the the credit structure of the Ameris now. Basieally, there are three
of the dollar, tuition ican system. Therefore students
routes which students wishing strength
because pay- who wish to study for one
cheaper
be
may
to study in England may take:
in pounds. Also semester can do so through
made
is
ment
they may apply independently
will riot be subjected these programs. UNH is affilto one of the many British students
costs often in- iated with The Institute ·of ·
additional
to
universities, apply to a program
placement European Studies (IES). IES is .:
agency
in
eluded
which arranges for Americans
centered in the heart of the ,
programs.
to study at a British university,
students Bloomsbury bourough of Lonhand,
other
the
On
or apply to a program which is who want the experierice of don, one of the most attractive ·
designed exclusively for foreigngoing to a British university but areas in the city. The program
ers.
the responsibility offers a wide range of course .
The first option of going do not want
their own plans selection as well as an oppor- :
making
of
uniBritish
a
to
independently
should join a program which tunity to intern in Parliament. ·
versity is recommended only to
arranges for Americans to study For more information contact .
students who are flexible and in England. Several American the German Department.
mature. Arranging your own
I{ you ar~ interested in a '
placement requires research . · universities. incl~ding Beaver
program, UNH has
summer
Mas~aof
01vers1ty
U
College,
into the British higher education
system, and transfering credits chusetts at Amherst,. Ithi_ca established an excellent program in Cambridge. The pro-:
can be difficult because the College and Syracuse U~1vers1ty
0 study
gram lasts six weeks and courses
British use a different method ~rrange f~r students
taught by Cambridge and
-are
.
·
~nglan
m
of work assessment. The British
Students wishing to explore UNH faculty. For more inforacademic y~ar. runs from October 3 until the end of June. The special aspects of English cul- matio.'1 on this program, contact
year is divided into three terms, ture but would prefer the same Professor Robert Hapgood or
Michelamas, Lent and spring. academic structure of the Amer- Tom Carnicelli through the
Students' work is assessed by ican system may join a program department of English. Whaweekly tutorials and exams held expecially designed for Amer- tever experience you are seeking
in June. In most cases, students icans. The advantage of agency in a year abroad, the options are The afternoon sun settles on the city of York, England. Qon
_ choosing direct enrnll~et?-t are placemei:it is that the difficulty - available for you to choose.
Ekstrom photo)
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New music crushe d by more, ruthle ss review ers
track which does not deliver a entitled "Anytown," Thorn -with a forked, yefjaded tongue.
bums. Plainly put, these genkiller knockout punch.
sings of cotton mills and "The · This is not punk, but the tlemen from the North have
After "Sun City (Version II)," places we've been forced to live underlying message is present. discovered commercial success,
side two continues with another in." And as the city becomes It is refined, surrealistic, and and they'll never be the same
group effort, this time the tale slowly demolished, "They came unyieldingly haunting. The Cure again.
of the problems blacks have _ and tore it down/ And now this is an experience.
Geddy Lee's mounting fascigetting around in South Africa. place could be Anytown."
With the release of their nation with the synthesizer has
"Let Me See Your I.D." highIt is as if these people have latest, "The Head On The all but encompassed the sound
lights' this Peter Garret, Peter seen their secure worlds fall .Door," the group has reached of these once -rocking Canadians.
Wolf, (who has always been apart before their eyes and are a new level of consciousness in At one time a judiciously used
famous for his raps), and The forced ·to find security outside terms Qf their music, their au- supplement to their work, esMalopoets. Again, with the their families and homes.
dience, and themselves. They pecially on the aforementioned
right exposure, this track could
And the first song off the are getting more obscure with Moving Pictures album, synbe a popular 12" dance song.
second side of the album, en- time, not falling into the well- thesizers have now become a
Jazz makes an appearance titled "Ballad of the Times," also trodden path of egoceritricism, · much more prominent instruBy Arthur Lizie
with a blazing cut, "The Struggle contains a pathetically ironic but making music into an eso- ment in their music, often
Artists United Against AparContinues," featuring the blarin' scenario in which "narrow teric dream to be held by the drowning out the guitar.
theid
horn of the master, Miles Davis, streets breed narrow minds." privileged few.
Gone also are Neil Peart 's
Sun City
Stanley Jordan's powerful walks The tune is upbeat with lots of
In a passionate moment of epic travelogue lyrics, in the vein
up and down the fretboard, and acoustic guitar contrasting dram- musical -and physical inebriety of "By-tor and the S~ow-_dog_~
Manhattan Records
The "Sun City" album by Herbie Hancock tinkling with atically with the song's theme. bordering on fashionable trend- and "Cygnus X-1"; his writing,
Artists United Against Apar- the keyboards. Not as good ·as It is a commentary on the apathy iness, "In Between Days" shows although still well above comtheid is the latest in a string of it could have been, but still and broken dreams of the twen- Robert Smith writing in a bold petent, just does not summon
tieth century. "His pockets were and cynical manner. It's so good ~he imagery and wonderment
records designed to stir up both worth the effort.
The album's last tune is the lined with promises/When did that too much radio play could that it once did.
public awareness and money for
a -cause.. This album is set up in oddest combination of the lot: . a promise ever pay for shoes?" kill it. All we can give is ultimate
"The Big Money," which
A southern element can be thanks that the programmers opens the first side, has dea fashion similar to USA For Bono on vocals with The RolAfrica, a group song and a batch ling Stones' Keith Richards and heard in a number of this band's at the Top-40 are too blinded servedly received the most radio
of songs by, in this case, better, Ron Woods wailing away on tunes. Banjo dominates the aurally by their boring, redund- ·play; it is one of the better songs
guitars. Wasn't there a similar instrumentals in the song en- ant, and altogether declasse~ on the album. Why? !t rocks.
various artists.
situation
at Live Aid? Regard- titled "Are You Trying to Be music that they haven't yet Lee turns out one of his best
The topic of the title song is :
Sun City, a Las. Vegas-type less, on with the story: this is Funny" and can be heard in the raised their heads out of their vocal efforts, tracking them with
tourist resort in South Africa Bono at his most abstract, song entitled "Ugly Little plagued world to find The Cure. harmonies in the chorus. His
The "Kyoto Song" reflects bass line is also excellent, but
which caters to whites and ultra- similar to songs on U2's Un- Dream," mixed amongst acousback on the theme of their not recorded loud enough; this
rich blacks, giving the appear- .forgettable Fire album (tip: play tic guitar and bass.
"Elvis Presley in America" at
Everything But The Girl even previous LP, "Japanese_ is sadly the case on most of the
'aiice of king segregated. The 45
and see what song you get). experiments with a tin whistle Whispers" in its bonsai harmo- album.
United Nations has called for If you like U2's more
tradition- in the song entitled "Sean." The nies . It's a strong message to
a Ctiitural and sports boycott of.
One must also note the imthe $90 million resort because al/ folksy side or Richards' trade- ' song is .more ominous than interpolate ideas on albums, mense transformation in Alex
mark
licks,
you
will
like
this
others with Thorn's deep voic~ especially that of enhancing a
of the false sense it gives of equal
song.
singing in a minor key and seemingly perfect idea, and it Lifeson's guitar-playing, which
rights for blacks.
becomes more apparent in the
What
more
can
be
said?
"Sun
carrying
the tone of the piece.
works here impressively.
The chorus of the funk-rap
next song, "Grand Designs."
She sings of friends who die
"The Blood" recalls the days His increased use
ype song, "I ain't gonna play City" is a great record for a great
of harmonics
cause.
Give
it
a
listen
and
you
in
Belfast
and
how it affects her . of their "Pornography" tour in and the
)un City" echoes the sentiments
implementation
of a
)f entertainers such as Stevie won't be disappointed. Re- life. "Mother my heart is full which singer Robert Smith wore flanger has destroyed much of
member,
some
people
don't~
of
bad/
And
it
weighs
me down red lipstick around his eyes and his once clean-cutting
Wonder and John McEnroe who
edge. In
mouth so when he sweat he'd fact, much of his work
have refused lucrative contracts have the freedom to make a and I just can't cry."
on this
,
choice
such
a_
s
this.
Even
in
the
most
romantic
appear
as though he was bleed- record is too muddy-, although
to play Sun City, in· accordance .
song off the album, "Angel" this ing. Surely this -is a mark of pure
with the U.N: proclamation.
setting of depression and a dramatic genius. What do you his obvious brilliance occasionAlthough it may seem increddelapitated world prevails. As · think Raymond? The live con- ally shines through.
ible, artists such as Queen and
Robin Millar plays a soothing cert business eventually gets to
The next cut, "Manhattan
Rod Stewart have accepted the
backdrop on tpe piano, Thorn, all of you.
Project," is a slower, historical
offers and, in doing so, have
in a sophisticated cocktail
"The Baby Screams" and piece dealing .with the creation
accepted apartheid. It seems all
lounge voice, sings of an unro- "Screw" are a couple of har- of the atomic bomb. Although
the more hypocritical then, that
; · mantic and somewhat horrify~ dened outlooks on life. These· lacking in any subtlety whatthese two artists also performed
ing situation, " ... A child outside songs don't relate to the pro- so-ever, it further delineates the
in Live Aid-have these people
a church/Begging with a card-· letariat mine worker anymore band's anti-nuclear stance:
no shame?
board box/In a heartless town than the other songs on the flip "Fools try to wish it away/The
In the firs't version of.the title
that hurts and mocks."
side, yet they do offer a decisive hopeful depend on a world
song, written by Little Steven,
Love Not Money seems to be edge on solving the economic- without end/Whatever the
the headman of The Disciples ,
an appropriate title for this social problems of Sheffield, -hop_e!ess I!lay say~"
of Soul, luminaries such as Bono,
album. The irony of it all is. that ·London, and Durham.
Bruce Springsteen, Joey Ra"Marathon,'' the least enterit is money, not love, that is
Vis\ vis a pessimistic outlook taining song on
mone, Peter Garret, and Run
the side, reveals
By
Gail
Hendrickson
central
to
the
mentality
of
the
on
the
verge
of
a
nervous
DMC pledge their allegiance to
to the listener that Rush is ·not
Everything
But
The
Girl
modern world. And Everything breakdown, one can find an
rhe anti-apartheid cause in a
But The Girl comments on the .obsessive peace of mind through as tight as they once were . .
manner similar to the round Love Not Money
present state of affairs while this record. Since we're all Although it features some very
robin vocal lines of ~·we Are Sire Records
creating beautiful and provoc- p-robably-going to die in nine strong bass work by Geddy,
fhe World."
The second album by the
Alex's solo is too
for the
years anyway unless someone music and Neil'sslow
"Sun City (Version II)" is still English band, Everything But atiye music in the P!~.e~s. ·
drumming
finds The Cure, you might as during the solo
·u:n1cy and great dance music like The Girl, entitled Lo:ve Not
actually sounds
_well try_finding it_yourse~f.
:he first one, but the rappers, Money, sounds like a mix!ure . _
. -sloppy. The use of a choir at the
.Jrandmaster Melle Mel, Afrika of The- Pretenders, Tears for
end is a nice touch, though.
.Bambaataa and others are re- Fears and The Monkeys-but
The second side opens strongplaced by a harder rock reading it works.
ly with "Territories," in which
featuring the seering power
. All .the songs off this- album :
Life son finally lets loose with
chords of Pete Townshend. Both are composed by Tracey Thorn
some raw power chords. One
versions of the song should and Be~ Watts, who make up
. may also notice a vaguely Eastgarner much radio and dance the core of the band that is so ·
, ern tinge to the music; in Jact,
floor play. Educate yourself delightful to listen to .
much of this side sounds like
while having fun.
The-songs are full of workable
- it has been influenced by Eastern
The album's second song, the ·harmonies and full sounds,
music, especially the last track,
addly titled "No More Apar- including trumpets and saxo"Mystic Rhythms." Also note~
,. theid," is performed by Peter phones which help to create a
worthy is "Middletown
Gabriel, the man whom Little fuller, richer sound..
·By Gregg Goostray
Dreams," which contains LifeSteven credits for inspiration
. The first song off the album, . The Cure
son' s best lead; it is the only real
. of the AUAA project with his
"When All's Well," has a quick The Head On The Door
example on the album of his
song "Biko." The seven minute steady
beat set apart by trumpet
By kevin Harkins
quickness on the fretboard. Alex
plus is typically fantastic Gabriel and saxophone interludes. But Elektra
Rush
really throws in some screaming
fare. Dominated by an ominous what really makes this song, and
It would be an unforgiveable
licks on this one. Unfortunately,
drum figure, Gabriel's pathos- most of the other tunes· off the mistake to st'art out describing Power Windows
th:y don't ~crea_m lou_d enoug~.
ridden voice wails,out the song's album, is Tracey Thotn~s voice. The Cure as just another British Mercury/Polygram Records
tide, accompanied by Shankar's It is an extremely deep and band; they're not.
On Power Windows, Rush's
·
One must, however, give
unique double violin. ,_
·
s1,1ltry voice which has often
Neither are they just some latest effort, the virtuoso three- credit to them for attempting
nRevofodonary Sitti-ation/' been compared to Chrissy intercurrent fad that makes its man band continues the trend to expand their musical horizthe last song on side one, is a . Hynde' s of The Pretenders. And · mark .on the well-tarnished face which began on the masterful ons and for resisting stagnation.
funky .mishmash affair' of news it fits well into the intimate, , of AQglican _progressiveness. Moving Pictures album and If you asked me to choose .
blurbs compiled by the ever dreary se,ttings found in many ) They are indeed gothic music continued through the some- between Power Windows and
popular Keith LeBlanc and The of the songs.
· ,of a black-shrouded generation what more forgettable Signals 2112, though, I'd take the latter
News D_issector~ This is the '?nlY · ~~<?Li(lst~nce, in the song ._that speaks ~f moder~ society ... _ and Grace l.J oder Pressure al- _ anyday.
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An E·ntertainm.ent Alternativ.e
Presents - - - - - r~ N·o v. 9--- - - - - -

This weekend Coast and
Rosa's Restaurant have
gotten tog_ether to give you
another reason to take a
break and explore life
_
off-campus.
Rosa's is giving all UNH
students $1.00 off Rosa's
Special Pizza, with the
coupon at the bottom of the
page. After dinner, Annie and
the Exbanders are entertaining in Captain Coward's
Lounge.

1

Joan .·Crane
&
Randy Tromply

Directions: Just catch bus
4A and get off at Market
Square in downtown
Portsmouth, walk down State
Street to Rosa's. Saturday
and S~nday, the last Coast
·Kari-Van leaves Market
Square 11 :49 pm. .

ragt\.i me ·& blue s·gu itar
bass
8:00-1 ~ midnight
·oevi ne Room 7L

$1.00

Free Adm issio n
Ref resh men ts sol·d
'

..

..,_ . ...

,. ,,_

~-

-- --

1
I
l·

rI
I
I
I

..

Good Until November 31, 1985
Coupon not redeemab le for
orders "to go."

ROUTE SCHEDULES available at: MUB, Town & Campus, Jodi's Party Center,
and KARI-VAN Office at Ha .llton Smith Hall
- -- - - - --- ·--·
- - -- -
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Rosa's Special P~zza

80 State Street, Portsmouth, NH 03801

Fund ed by PFb
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<i/47-&4~15, 1986
Now acce ptin g· appl icat ions
See Prof . Tho mas Carn icel li
Ham ._ Smi th 123 , or
·Car ol Dem eritt ,
Hatn~ Smi th 52
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GLITTER
and
GLAMOUR
GALORE
by Leigh Hope

Photography by Dan Splain

Evening dressing has taken on a new
glamour appeal that one ·might associate with the look of the Dynasty stars.
The little black dress is back, but this
time with more glitter and glamour
than before. Perfect for pledge dances
and cocktail parties, these eye catching
ensembles will make anyone feel like
Crystal Carrington or Alexis Colby.
As women are breaking away from
the "let's look like the mert" image,
a return to femininity can be seen
everywhere. The look for evening is
soft and sexy. Necklines are often seen
with a rounded front and a V-plunge
in the back. Waist lines are accentuated
by tight belts and loose flowing~·skirts.
The length of sleeve or skirt is your
prerogative, but most hemlines fall
just below the knee.
· Many dresses are studded with bright
shining sequins or interwoven with
· a sparkling material that reflects the
soft light of evening. The predominating fabric is ' silk or crepe de, chine,
often in black, with bright 'pinks,
purples, or blues, woven in.
Accessories such as rhinstones and
pearls make the outfit. Rhinestone
necklaces piled high with dangling
matching earrings add to the glitter,
as do black pumps with rhinestones
on the heels.
The feminine look is back, and what
better time to show it off than evening?
Stores in this a:rea are full of these
sensational evening dresses, perfect
for dances, cocktail parties and Christmas celebrations.

Models and clothing courtesy of F ilene' s

The following positions
Will

he open next semester
"at
The' N~ Hampshire:
.

~

..,._

~

.....

2 - Managing Editors

1 - News Editor

Applications available
in the MUB Room 151
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MICS
By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD '

DOONESBURY
J. J. ~

F/?OM-A PHONc
8IXJTH iN FRONT
Al?E YW OF OUR NEW LIJFT,
. ~ C4ll1NG MOM! IN THE
~ ·FROM,
EAST VtlJ.AGE!
o HONEY~ \
IA/HeRE

j

I

By GARY TRUDEAU

!T's &XACTlY WHAT I

IOON'T5UPYOU'l?
HAVcANY

WANTE!), MOM. IT NE&05

p~

A ltm8 IA/ORK, BUT IT'S
RIGHT NCAR All me

Pt5TO 5AUC&.

I

GAua<JES/

.BLOOM,COUNTY
YOV'Ke &er'17NG
II FANNY-UfT .?

J

wu---~.._~/

-i)j}

By BERKE BREATHED
WEU. t.erM€
JV5T 5/IY 11115
11/J()(/T 1HllT...

rtl?9'TlY,
IT'S--

I

\

<!-'.'o':!_tinued fro!" pag~ 3)
dfrect,.,) communicatton with
ATO alumni handling the affair.
Bischoff said that the women
living in Stanton House would
have priority during between
hall sign-up.
"Stanton residents would be
notified in plenty of time to
make alternate arrangement,"
Bischoff said. "Before we finalize arrangements we would let
the residents know what our
plans were."
Bischoff said she was "real
sensitive to the women living
there."
"Our house is going to be
available in the fall," Jim Spooner, ATO National director of
member services. Spooner said
he and Leadership Consultant
Mark Stevens, will initiate an
expansion process from November 18 toNovember22."We
will be talking with people to
start a fraternity," Spooner said.
"We' re looking for the kind of
people intrigued by a fraternity
as more than just a social life."
Spooner said two of A TO' s
"cla.ims to fame" were the
concept of Help Week which
unlike the commonly known
"Hell Week" stresses productiveness instead of degradation
during the last week of pledging
and "Leadershape" a concept
designed to promote the leadership skills of college men and
women.
Spooner said those who are
interested in starting a fraternity enter three hierarchial
stages of commitment to the
fraternity until they reach chapter status. The stages are interest status, colonization status,
and chapter status. After passing all requirements, the fraternity could regain the house,
according to Spooner.
"The chapter at UNH is the
Delta Chapter, it's an old chapter," Spooner said. "We've been
there for 63 years." Spooner said
the fraternity was at UNH from
1917 to 1980.
"We will start making calls
to individuals who might be
interested," Spooner said.
"If anyone is interested, get
in touch with the IFC in the
MUB or myself," Kidder said.
"l think they could do nothing
but help," Thompson said. "The
IFC will do anything it can to
~1£._~hem.''

Lycr~

SHOE
AAE. 'TllOSE ewes

M~N

AUT06RAPM

·· MOPelh o~ J'N:K
NICKI-AUG?. •.

By JEFF MacNELLY
I iuouei.1r
ME WAS1UE.
PATr<o~
~A\NTOF

LOST CAlJGE~.

TIGHTS
$19-$29

Polypropolene $30-$49
Wool
-$45

TUINDSVEnA
Legano
· Probeam

$79
$119

J~C~TS
~lon :front
Shoe Covers

$42
$17·

CAT EYE SOLAR COMP
$44
.Bell Tour Lite Reg. $50

$29
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CLASSIFIED

78 AMC Concord, excellent condition, 4 new tires, A/C, power steering, power
brakes, $1600 or best offer, call 868-5450

Susy - take advantage of the quiet time - Lisa Pisa, my clone sister, alias UNH - H you went to Freshman Camp, or want -you've got. I'll be thinking of you. Have a
football player; WE MAKE LIFE!! What a
to know what it's all about, come to the
great weekend! JR
revelation. I'm up for a lot more "chal2nd annual Camp slide show, Tues nite,
lenges'!, how 'bout you? We better be · Nov. 12 at 9:00 in,Murkland 110: Come see
!!!For all you partiers!!! Complete keg cooler
Good-.natured, responsible. non-smOklng-:
The MUB will be exploding tonight with
the boneheads
for your next bash . C02 and taps iA
METAL MANIA. Don't miss this heavymetal
careful though because "One thing leads
over 30 person needed to share large,
excellent shape. Asking $150.00. 679-8700
concert with Fates Warning & Attacker. . to another!" Seen any bears lately? Let's
To Tim and Rich: FLORIDA????? Oh, my
beautiful, partly furnished house in PortsTickets are on sale at the MUB ticket office,
bring Inky Binky for a walk next week.
God, you guys are nuts! Hope you had fun!
mouth with one woman and one C'at. Four
1979 AMC Concord Sedan (90,000 miles) .
Rockbottom Records in Portsmouth, & at
Maybe wonder twins eat jelly and mushDid you send me a postcard? Love you
bedrooms, washer I dryer, yard, parking,
steering. power.brakes, A/C, 4 mew tires,
the door.
room sandwiches."ACTIVATE" Get : both, Lisa
walk to everything, 1 % bath. Ideal for
excellent condition, $4800 or best offer.
psyched
for
another
weekend
a
L
0
N
G
prefessional needing office/ study space.
Call Olivier 868-9645 (office hours) or 868· $10-$360 Weekly /Up Mailing Circulars!
NGA-Since you probably haven't caught
one. Love Ya!! Lori Pori, alias Inky Binky
$300 13lus Y2 utilities. Leave message 4335450 anytime.
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfthe last personal I wrote, I probably should
1324.
To Steve & Steve, You guys look great in
addressed envelope: Success, POBox
let you catch up, huh? Oh well, that's your
1983 Subaru GL wgn. 5 speed. Luggage
green! Steve P. I'm sorry no one found out
470CEG, Woodstock, IL,. 60098.·
problem, not mine!! How are you feeling?
THE RED HOUSE: 3 spaces availabl.e M
rack. 48,000 miles, great condition. Call
or F 200/mo includes all utilities (heat &
Are we still on for Pat Metheny and bubbles · what a prince you are!! Steve H. thankyou
Nancy weekdays at 742-0702 or any
Raiders Rich-Great weekend, ..huh?! Be
for getting us tickets, and both of you thanks
hw) HUGE: kitchen, living room, bedrooms,
this weekend? Hope so! Love, MSS.
evening at 433-0992
careful with that whip! You'll have to boogie
for
letting
us
hangout
in
your
room.
You're
basement, yard, driveway; w/in walking
with us at the next party. Love Peanut butter
Hey you in JD 302 - have a good weekend.
the balls!! Steve H when .your ankle gets
distance to campus . Call Elizabth MWF ·
. &Jelly
Think of me as I struggle to acclimate
better let's go running!! Take care guys.
am 868-5406 for more info.
w.icel . . . . .
myself to that awful Cape Cod sea air. The
BOND, Tim Bond-How's your hat head?
Love Lori
Roommate wanted . Big house on water
girl in JD 306.
We all had such a blast together-didn't
Expert typing with word processor and letter
Kathy,
I
think
about
you
constantly.
I
wish
in Kittery Point. $275/mo plus 1 /4 utilities.
we?! I still can't stop dancing! My _green
This is hint #2, to the Pikes - you know who.
quality printer, Also fluent in German .
I could tap my Nike high tops three times,
Lease. No pets. Woodstove. Available now.
spotted sneakers look awesome. Stay away
Tuesday morning right at dawn, you'll find
Accurate, fast, and confidential. Call after
think
really
hard
and
repeat
"I
want to be
Call (207) 439-1272 . Ask for Rosie, Deb
from channel 60!! Don't take me and Lisa
flag #3 on the front lawn, with it will be hint
5:30 p.m. 664-2756.
there" three times and presto I am. Oh well,
or Denise
too seriously-even though we are being
#3. P.S. Wanna go dutch for some Chinese
December 20 isn't too far in the distance.
SMALL JOBS DONE: College student with
, serious-we're just joking-and we don't
tea?
ILY Bub, xxoo
a truck can do: Moving and hauling, rubbish
lie!! Don't forget about the movies. Love
TICKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE FOR
removal, landscaping and other odd jobs.
PLACE YOUR BETS: How did Horn feel
Lori ·
METALMANIA
AT -THE MUB TICKET
Call Mal 659-2909.
come Sunday morning? (Long night, eh?)
Frats, Teams, Clubs!!! We will knit CUSTOM
OFFICE AND AT ROCKBOTTOM RESKIERS Be a ski instructor. If you are a
And Rat and Shiellsey ... will they make a
SAVE MONEY. You can quickly and easily
RUGBY JERSEYS for you in any color or
CORDS IN PORTSMOUTH. $3 STUDENTS
strong intermediate, or better, skier, GUNhabit of ending their Saturday nights by
write your own resume with my one-bystripe pattern. $32 each. Stevenson USA,
WITH VALID ID, $5 GENERAL PUBLIC
STOCK has full and part-time positions
coming home at 7:15 am on Sun? Has
line instruction form. To receive by return
82 Broad St., Flemington, NJ 08822 (215)AND AT THE DOOR.
available - weekdays/weekends. Improve
Lambert started a new style? (Lambert
mail send $5 to: SECRETARY, 13 Old
386-6047
your own skiing. Meet new friends. Contact:
Dear UPSET and all other students at UNHLampshades, for those tired of the same
-Landing Hoad, Durham, NH 03824
GUNSTOCK SKI SCHOOL, Sally Roberts,
This is a personal for each and every one
If the Government.reinstates a Military
old "hat") And for the question everyone
SEWING ALTERATIONS for men and
Director. P.O. Box 336, Laconia, N.H. 03246
of you-Hello from Alpha Phi!
is asking .. what is the record for the fastest. ...-.Draft, what will you do: become a.conscienwomen by PROS. We do it all from jeans
or call: 293-4341.
tious objector to war, become a draft
goal scored on a goalie making his debut?
to wedding gowns. Conveniently located ·Rich- If I knew you got bored so easily down
.resister, enlist? Make your decision NOW!
OVERSEAS JOBS . Slimmer, yr . round.
in that little office I'd visit fT!Ore often. Only
Hey Cathy: Don't you do anything at Sports
off Route 108 • Call WESEW STUDIO 749Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.
thing is I never know what to say-a News
Info besides play with crayons?? Hee, Hee ' ,For confidential mitttary draft counseling
6829
'call Stephen Nelson at 862-2479 or 862-,
$900-$2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info.
Editor
Love, Lisa
11123.
Writ~ IJC, PO Bx 52-NH Corona Del Mar,
UNH EXCHANGE - FOR THOSE OF YOU
To Kim & Aileen, How's your promotion
Personals
CA 926251
·To you fabulous guys in D1, New Aparts.WHO WENT TO SDSU LAST SEMESTER
papers going? That last exam was a total
How's life? Rob how many miles are you
NORDIC SKIERS - Gunstock is seeking
- ONE year ago next Friday we got
bummer! .Kim, you party animal, I'm sur""'s_P_E_C_K---T-ha_n_k_s"'"s"""o""""""m,...u-c-h-fo""'r~use
the
bikig nowadays? Brian, how's. the cross
intermediate nordic skiers to instruct Xaccepted . LET'S CELEBRATE!!!! Happy
prised you made it to class Monday. We
NS 1 this week. Sorry I wasn't thinking (as
country going? What jocks!!! Ken, where
country and telemark skiing wekHour 4-6 Paca Diablos, 99¢ margaritas
forgot to test eachother on our friends
usual)! Hope your ankle feels better so you
have you been lately? Matt, would you like
kdays/weekends. Contact: NORQIC TOURFriday Nov. 5th.
(
names! How's Tom? Be careful of your
can show our guests your dance moves.
some raisons? We've all got to party some ·
ING CENTER, Betsy Kretschmer, Diorector,
pledge pin. Keep you eye on her Aileen!
Dana C. - Just think only 22 more days.
·time, we'd have a blast! Do you-guys like
' P.O. Box 336, Laconia, N.H., 03246.
Joe you stud, thanx for the breakfast in
I'm glad we have class together so we can
Love, me
Wattamelon rolls? Come by for some. I see
bed. Love, Chris, Ruth and Nell.
fill eachother in after moments of spacing
Bar Personnel and Banquet Personnel
Wonder Woman - Thanks for the cooking
you found our penl Take ~are, Love your
out. See you guys soon. Love your WSBEwanted at Lake Shore Farm, Jenness Pond
GO GET "SQUEEZED". Tickets for
of dinner Monday. It saved·me the trouble.
neighbors, D2. PS Hi Harry!!
mate
Lori
Road, Northwood, NH 03261 Tel. 942-5521
SQUEEZE and Oingo Boingo start on sale
They didn't get me this week, that's
Contact Harry Ring
Tuesday, Nov. 12th for UNH students and
Hi
Jeffy!
How's
my
favorite
Lambda
&
Chetn
Hello
Darren; Doug, Kevin, and Steve!! You
because I'm Superman, and no one can
Wed. for the General Public. Don 't miss
E? 1 know you're working hard and I'm sure
guys crack me up!!! What would I do without
WORK STUDY JOB ; RECEPTIONcapture Superman, except of course
out on this special event.
it will pay off. Try to have some fun to. La
you guys in Op. Man? What would T J do
IST /CLERK/PROGRAM AID. Semester
Wonder Woman. Take Care. Clark Kent
La La La-La La La La. When are we going
without you? Darren & Kevin, does WindI & II. Answer phones, handle inquiries,
Have a peaceful & relaxing weekedn. If
Cha_
nnel 11 's "New Hampshire Musically ... "
out to dinner? Love Lori
song stay on your mind? Steve, is he bullsoffice work, computer entry work, assist
you're good, I'll bring you back a treat from
will present Richard Hartshorne in an
--ing us again? Dougy, how's your love
coordinators with various aspects of
my cuisine! Ellen
unconventional solo performance on the
Sue and Stephanie FROM NEW HAMPSHA!
life? Good luck studying for our exam. Let's
program. Responsibl person who can deal
STEPHANIE ...STEPHANIS, Honey ... Shove
double bass Nov. 9 at 8:00 p.m. To reserve
The Nittany Lion and card board man want
party in some Jello-pudding afterwards!!
with public. Will train on computer. 12-20
it! Next time it's 75 degrees it's "Godd
your FREE TICKETS, call Channel 11 at
you to know that it's WE BEAT BC TIME!
Love Lori (the girl that always sits with four
hours. week . Call UNH Field Experience
You guys, I had such a blast granted, I will
guys)
862-1100 before 5 p.m.
morning to you, Good morning to you ...and
862-1184, Ver~ette House
have to see those people again! Steph-'--'--'--------~---'this' is Stephanie's - so glad all your friends
Ed - we miss you, especially on laundry
speak up! I can't hear you! Sorry but.. I will
Happy 2 LaRue!IT hop-e there are more.
LOST AND FOUND
made it to your brunch! Now that 'deserves
day. Say hi to Mickey for us. The fur-loving
never forget you and that nose. Sue-How ~ I' ll be thinking of you and missing you.
an "L". Remeber the war has just begun!
Lost: a set of gold rings: one, a college ring;
women of Devine 117.
many noodles? And what time is your · Alwaysinspring.lhopewecangettogether
Love Alyn's JKC answering service.
the other an antique signet ring . Of great
Fred - I love you - Margaret
shooting tomorrow? Love xoxo Andrea p.s.
then. Let's have a great day and evening.
sentimental value . Reward given if found .
Cocktails/Dinner I Dancing/Cocktails/ I'm still so embarrassed about that wipeout.
_I_lo_v_e...:.y_o_u-_M_a-=g=-=g_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sheils - You owe me dinner now. I like your
PLEASE call 4584, Laura, Rm . 738
Dinner/Dancing/Cock ta i Is/Din
Which one?? SHUTIUPPP?'Triangle head
Want to be a FRESHMAN CAMP COUNidea of moving your room around. Had a
ner/Dancing. In the Granite State Room
says hello.
greattime
SELOR? Well, applications are available
Buddy.
Take
care
and
be
a
happy
on November 17th Buy tickets in Kingsbury
camper. Rich
now on the office door-mom 135 MUB.
GI-Rich, Did you have a good weekend?
lobby or at the door.
Interviews are also required, so sign up
l.definately
had
a
blast
at
those
two
parties.
Matty
C.
oh
....
oh
...
oh
l'ny
God!
Happy
23rd
"'o-v_a.,.ti_o_n_6_s_t-ri_n_g_g_u-it_a_r_w_/..,,c~a!!!!!se $300 or
Psst...Hey YOU! Come experience a tasty
on the window right across from our door.
I think you should go to Marketing so we
Birthday
(finally
someone
thesame
age
lasagna dinner followed by. daning to the
BO. Prince Woodie tennis racket $80 firm.
Interviews will be held until Dec. Have a
can talk about oreo cookies! Have fun in
as me at this university). The twilight zone
music of D.T. Peter Hauck (formerly of
Both in excellent condition. Call Pete at
. blast!
Florida-you too Tim and Greg. Love Lori
appears to have invaded our lives ... "just
WHEB).
In
the
Granite
State
Room
on
868-1922
when you thought it was safe to ... " Maybe
To D2 New Aparts.-Sue & Sharon I've been
DFG: "October-the trees are stripped bare
Sunday Nov. 17th. Buy tickets at Kingsbury
Penrill 1200 Baud Modern IBM PC Comwe're pst due for an extended dose of
living with you guys .all this time and I never
of all they wear..what do I care .. and
lobby or at door.
patible direct connect manual dial $120
sensory deprivation. Cubicle bound? Highly
knew you'd make such a great bunch of
Kingdoms rise and Kingdoms fall, but you
Would you like to take out that special girl . unlikely (or is it precisely?) Does this
664-2787
grapes! Brenda, it was fun getting ready
make
go on and on ... " Thanks-for being who you
or guy, but you're tired of frat. parties? Bring
any sense? I'm so distraught!!!. ... Have a
for Thurs. night. Your face looked awe1973 Chevy Impala Coupe. 350 VB engine
are .. .You make me happy! MJC
them to the Granite State room on Sunday
happy day anyway! Guess who? (Hint: "I'll
some!. I'm glad you and Seth had fun this
..,.-little rust for the year. Auto transmission
To Jeff in Sig Ep, You're a cutey, especially
Nov. 17th for cocktails, dinner, and dancing.
catch up to you later")
weekend. Sharon, good luck with play
(newly replaced) Real clean. $700 firm.
in
hospital
clothes!!
Buy tickets in Kingsbury lobby or at door.
rehearsals this week-you're the balls!
659-3979
Paul - Never came sooner than I expected.
' To the WAITRESS at Catnip last Friday
Happy Birthday Foxtrot! Todd-What's a
Can't wait to see you in Milkwood. Sue,
It was fun, but I 'II miss the thrill of the chase:
Colonial Style living room couch $125;
night: Thanks for the pitcher you never
girl to do? Tell EM Large Marge sent you.
you finally got your paper done! You worked
Monica
Stereo radio console $150; Kenmore
delivered & the beer you purposely spilled
Love,
Jungle
Slut
&
so hard on it-you deserve a good gradeTina
T.
Freezer 175-200 lbs. capacity $150; 772SAH - How ya doing? Just thought I'd write
on my chair . All we wanted was a little
maybe your professor will read this! Look
MJ MJ MJ - Hope this one makes it!! How
2940 eves.
a short personal. How's life treating you?
friendly service on a dead night. I guess
forward to partying this weekend. _l love
are you? I miss you . Hope you're behavin'Good I hope. See you in 4 more days. Take
1972 Volvo 164E. Rust has been repaired.
ignorance is your best virute. Thanks again
you guys!! Your roomey Lori
1 don't want any bad reports! Love, The
care, your buddy RBW
Excellent, reliable, transportation with neat
for your overwheliming hospitality.
Other Washed-Up Drum Major.
HI LARRY!! How ya doing!!? Hope you,had
interior and good heater. Good tires.
M.TSE Here's to getting to know you better!
Beth, I mean Madonna, HOW ARE YOU?
a Merry Birthday!! Love Lori
AM/FM radio. Mechanically sound $975
Jeanne, you wild, gyrating spyro! What?
Cheers
You were so funny Saturday night! Do you
Have you stopped giggling yet? I'm looking
749-6883
Tony Vyou jelly donut king! Won't you share
remember? Do you remember the guy
Kim - Thanks for being so understanding.
forward to investigating the HoJo's lounge
your cruller? Love- guess who??
1979 Volvo 242DL, clean, shiny, excellent
walking his cat? Are you enjoying my
Get
psyched
for
the
PD.
Circle!!
with you after the next wild balloonrunning car with new paint. Lood great.
bicycle? I hope so. Take care, Love Lori
HAPPY BlffJ:HDAY ANN Love: the Delta
Sheila - One more to make you think of
Runs great. 59,000 miles . $4500 - 7 49- . gathering, dancing-in-the-streets advenPS DON'T SMOKE!!
Zeta Pledge Class
me
while
I'm
gone.
Don't want you to forget
ture!! I'm especially looking forward to
6883
your buddy. Miss you. Take care Rich
i 979 Yamaha 650 Special II. Runs great. viewing the lovely "floral environment"
\
See ya later. M.
Poco, Guacomole, and Ju Ju Be - My folks
just inspected. 2 new tires, new sprockets
are away this weekend - let's get together
and chain . Buy it now nad have it for spring.
Richard Hartshorne will perform on the
and make a meal Friday night and hang
Asking $800. Call Larry 659-5424
double bass Nov. 9 at 8:00 p.m. To reserve
out. Get in touch with me at the house after
FREE TICKETS call channel 11 at 862Mattress and Box Spring. Sears posture3:00 and set it up. Loco
1100
before
5
p.m.
Presented
by
channel
pedic - extra firm. 1 year old, great
11 's "New Hampshire Musically .."
MARTHA - The week is over so relax and
condition. Call Nancy weekdays at 742have a great weekend. J1, J2, & K
0702 or any evening at 433-0992
Linda in 1-3 - Happy Birthday! But does

Apartments for Rent

I

.

~w~

.

,~

l[Il}

l~l
of

(:

·~~- il~I

this mean you can do everything you
1980 Honda Civic, 4 door sedan, standard
mother always told you not to? Well anyway,
5 speed. 1500 cc engine, 4 cylinder, 42
Hippo birdies two ewes, hippo birdies two
mpg. Pioneer Stereo AM/FM cassette, 4
speakers, Dual amp system. 15 program- , ewes, hippo birdies to you -your roomie
mable stations. Year old Pirelli P-7 tires.
Mike M. (formerly of Botany 412)-thanks
· Recent brakes, exhaust. $1495 Call 659again for walking me all the way home on
Halloween. I appreciated it--The black cat
2731

Sigma Nu pledges - You're a great group
of guys - keep up the spirits and get
psyched for the pledge dance.
Betsy - "Take calculous and we will help
- you." who will get a higher grade? Will I
drop out of the fraternity or will you rush
a sorority? I'm winning.

Happy 19th Birthday - Anna Banana
Love, Kathy, Kathy & Faith

...-
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.. ALPHA PHI: I'd like to congratulate you-- MR HOVER AND HERBIE-This weekend was great! There is nothing like waking
on congratulating the hockey team, footba·11
team, field hockey team, tennis team, · up to your backwash-Are you ticklish?
Don't forget to take your shorts off next
cycling team, cross country team, & the
time we play backgammon. GET OUT OF
soccer team. Way to go! (Next time, though,
THE KITCHEN!!! How do you flip an
d?n't forget the winner of the hard fought
omelette? Let's do it agian _sometime ·
p1ngpongtournament)
without baked beans! Love S&M
Jon K.-How ya doin'? Did you have a good
DOMINIQUE & KELLY-Thanks for the ride
time Friday night? Was the floor comforhome from the Mall-you are right that song
table? Thanks for the dance!! Get psyched
is great!! Sara and Michele
fpr another weekend. Love Lori

PLACE YOUR BETS #2; Will Chris & Amy, ·- ALPHA PHI: I've been.waiting & waiting. _
fo'r MY personal. I think you've congratSue's #2, EVER get out of Orono by? Does
ulated everyone on campus except for me.
RAT know that the two most dedicated fans
Isn't just being a student at UNH worth
ofUNHmenhockeyhavecrossedhisname
congratulations? I think so. Signed UPSET
off the sweatshirts? Does Dean know his
name is going in place of Rats? (Thanks . Hey G: Hm, this looks like a good tree ... "son,
this is where it all almost happened." Any
forthetickets!)Ourbigquestionoftheweek
more fantasies you want a hand with? It
(as we sit in a motel in Orono ME) .. Did
should have been Thursday instead of
ANYONE miss us while we were stranded
Monday-but it doesn't matter. (Does it?)
on rt 95 as we watched the bus tail lights
001 -I miss you buddy. You never go to
fade intvthe deep dark depths of that lonely

Tish -- When you are ready, say so ... Club
Med. I'll meet you there . Nothing like
vegging out on the crystal clear beache;;!!
Have an outrageous time. I'm sure that
you will. T.B.o.C. -- Daniel
Amie and Bobbie_ Sumina!! _Diane
AGR and DX- the raid last night was a lot
of fun and so were you. Thanks for having
_us_·_-A_lp,_h_a_P_h_i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
H.$. What's up. It's not your girlfreind ·it's

~r~ft~ :h~~~i~;o:~~:e~:~~~:: ~o~~~ti:~~ ~~: ~~as~;i~~~i=~R~~d ~~:~~~~:~~! - ~~i~~n~~~h!~t~~~.k~r~~;~~~i!~o our knight ~~~~~ga;i~~r~1~~~-s~~ ~oe~~~~:~~~=~~h~~ it~~ubge0~t~~i~~~3Jyue~~ personalled 1o see

tious objector to war, become a draft
resister, enlist? Make your decision NOW!
For confidential military draft counseling
862
t 862 2479
11 St h N 1
or
ep en e son a
ca
1123.
Tish -- When you are ready, say so ... Club
Med . I'll meet you them. Nothing like
· out on the crystal clear beach.es!!
vegging
Have an outrageous time. I'm sure that
·you will. T.B.o.C. -- Daniel

you to know that it's WE BEAT BC TIME!
You guys, I had such a blast granted, I will
have to see those people again! Steph•
b
1s
· h
k 1I
spea up. cant ear you. orry ut.. 1 w1 11
never forget you and that nose. Sue-How
many noodles? And what time is your
shooting tomorrow? Love xoxo Andrea p.s.
·11 so embarrassed about that wi·peout.
I'm st 1
Which one?? SHUTTUPPP? Triangle head
says hello.

Amie and Bobbie - Sumina!! - Diane
Thanks Phi Mu for a great Halloween Party!
Fantastic job on the costumes. Especially
Prince, the lion, Inspector 12-"lt don't say.
Haines until she says it says Haines" and
the Afghan, who would have thought of
coming as a blanket. Thanks again for a
great party-Theta Chi

GI-Rich, Did you have a good weekend?
I definately had a blast at those two parties.
I think you should go to Marketing so we
can talk about oreo cookies! Have fun in
Florida-you too Tim and Greg. Love Lori
DFG: "October-the trees are stripped bare
of all they wear .. what do I care .. and
Kingdoms rise and Kingdoms fall, but you
go on and on ... " Thanks-for being who you
are .. .You make me happy! MJC

Hi Bart-Andrea Woops I meant Joel. What
is your name anyway?
Rich T.- What is your problem?????? Sis. , To Jeff in Sig Ep, You're a cutey, especially
in hospital clothes!!
Hey Kid- What's up? How have you been?
you went to Freshman Camp, or want
If
I haven't seen you much lately, but that
to know what it's all about, c9me to the
will end soon. Let's try to spend what time
2nd annual Camp slide show, Tues nite,
we do have a lot better. I love you, Bart.
Nov. 12 at 9:00 in Murkland 110. Come see
Jon K.-you're a lousy copy reader and a the boneheads
worse editor. Only kidding!! I don't know - - - - - - - - - - - - - To Tim and Rich: FLORIDA????? Oh, my
what I would ever do without your helpGod, you guys are nuts! Hope you had fun!
probably lose what little mind 1 have left.
Did you send me a postcard? Love you
Thank god I di.dn't have to write a column
but I could've used a story. JOKE!!! Get _b_ot_h_,L_is_a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$10-$360 Weekly I Up Mailing Circulars!
some sleep and a shave. You know who!
Francie-it is five after three in the morning · No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfand I'm doing heads and filling space with . addressed envelope: Success, POBox
470CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098.
house ads. See you this weekend.
· Chi Omega-Thanks for the invitation-Alpha , ·
KEVIN-read above and rot!!!
Phi

BOND, Tim Bond-How's your hat head?
We all had such a blast together-didn't
we?! 1 still can't stop dancing! My green
awesome. Stay away
spotted sneakers!!look
Don't take me and Lisa
from channel
60

anymore either. Hey, next party save me
a dance. I still LOVE you lots, 002
To PKA, TKE, and pz -Thanks for the great
S
quad raid. We had a lot of fun . PS- orry
this is so late. -Alpha Phi

too seriously-even though we are being
serious-we're just joking-and we don't
lie!! Don't forget about the movies . Love
_Lo_r_i_ _ _ _ _.;____ _ _ _ __
Frats, Teams, Clubs!!! We will knit CUSTOM
RUGBY .JERSEYS for you in any color or
stripe pattern. $32 each. Stevenson USA,
82 Broad St., Flemington, NJ 08822 (215)3.!lli-6047

Linda in 1 -3 - Happy Birthday! But does
You know how the B hates to be called C? this mean you can do everything you
,
like
didn't
I
and
Well I hate to be called A,
mother always told you not to? Well anyway,
·it when the 0 called you A .. So this is for Hippo birdies two ewes, hippo birdies two
her:· IWYTfMBO!
ewes, hippo birdies to you -your roomie
Raiders RYch-Great weekend, huh?! Be
Mike M. (formerly of Botany 412)-thanks
careful with that whip! You'll have to boogie
11gain for walking me all the way home on
with us at the next party. Love Peanut butter
Halloween. I appreciated it--The black cat
&Jelly
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UNDERGRADUATE APARTMENT
COMPLEX
beginning NOVEMBER 12, 1985
All eligible Juniors and Seniors are encouraged to

. apply at the office, 60 Strafford. Ave., Durham

Th.e following positions
will be open
next semester

Hey BN! Get any soup lately? Wouldn't
someone'tike. to know that S(a)equalsS(b).
By the way, you're .. ahh .. .looking pretty good
there.

.

.

"Religion and Imagery"
·A joint, interdisciplinary seminar, with Professors Paul
Brockleman (Philosophy), David Siddall (English), and David
Smith (The·Arts), studying image, metaphore, and symbol
as expressions of religious meaning.

Tuesday-Thursday 2:10-3:30 p.m.
Hamilton Smith Room_~_1_2

.-
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Wo~~n 3rd, men 14th in New England x-country
.By Robert Arsenault
.
with 43 points and the surprise . my way up using my elbows to ·
Both the men and women fell of the day,. the University of get through. I saw three girls
short of their team goals Sat.;. Connecticut, with 123 points. fall down and had to run over
urday at -the New En_gland ' UNH scored 124.
them," she said.
~!9S.§-S:ountry Championships, .
"The start was horrible," said
Liese Schaff, consistently in ,_
but both squads haaf~ne indi- Martin. In fact, it was pouring the top three for UNH this year,
vidual performances by their rain and cold the whole morning finished 22nd in 19:02. Sally
top runners.
and the start of the race was a Perkins, a senior co-captain, was
Junior Patti Manin led the steep uphill for 300 yards before not far behind in 19:14. Nancy
way for the women by placing turni~g onto a narrow trail. Boulanger and Jeanne Kerins,
eighth in the women's varsity Three::.hundred runners had to 19:25 and 19:29, rounding otlt
race with a time" of 18:41. She take the 90 degree angle in a the scoring for UNH by placing
earned all New England honors matter of seconds. .
. 33rd md 36th.
as the· team finished third
"J was caught in the back a
In the men's race, Jeremy
behind favorite Boston COl~~ge little at the start and worked . King was the bright spot for
""""""';..,,..,..;.=-__:_
-: - - '
· ·
- UNH with his 17th place effort.
King finished in 25:05 for the
8,000 meter course. Behind him
for UNH were Aaron Lessing,
72nd, Peter Anderson, 80th,
Kevin Garceau, Tim MacNamara and junior Jim MacKenzie.
Overall, the men finished 14th
as a team.
The junior varsity women
won their race for the day with
59 points defeating 15 other
teams. B.oston College was se.cond with 81. Scoring for the
team were Lynn Shallcross,
second in 19:59, Christie HenUNH's Patti Martin(above) finished eighth at the New Englands
drich, fifth in 20:32, Tara TeevSaturday. (Robert Arsenault photo)
ens, eleventh in 20:39 and Pam
Bailey and Katie Walsh rounded nior co-captian Scott Rhodes, loss to UConn, a team they beat
out the scoring with 19th and freshman Tim Carney a·nd se- earlier· in the year, and to finish
in the top t·en teains. Jeremy
nior Tim Mortimer.
22nd places.
The whole women's team will King will represent the men's
The men's junior varsity was
also successful, finishing fifth be competing at the ECAC squad on the same day in the
out of eighteen teams. Senio-r Division 1 regional meet one men's race. It will be held at.
Brad Laprise crossed the line - week from this Saturday. They Lehigh University in Pennsylfirst for UNH and was followed will be looking to avenge their vania.
b.y...
fr•e•s•h•m•a•n. .D•a•n. .B•e•a•u•le•y•,•s•e•-........... J?~

....................................

("-•

Wildcat Jeremy King(303Lran 17th in the New Englands
Saturday._(l_
l obert Arsenault _p hoto)

----F.HOCKEY.--- (continued from page 28)
chances of getting a bid to the . no NCAA ruie whkh states the
NCAA playoffs.
other six teams must be selected
Twelve te~ms_are _~~k~!- _ equally from the regions.
ed for the NCi\A's: The leading
The selections for NCAA's
team of each of the six NCAA are being made this Sunday,
regions (Northeast, Middle November 10.
East, Mid-Atlantic, Southeast,
"We're in a · very good
Southwest, Great Lakes) and six . position-we're psyched," said
other teams at large.
Geromini.
The trick to the selections is
"Mid-season .we had our ups
this: while two or even three and downs," Geromini conteams may be.selected from the tinues, "We sort of dug our own
Northeast__;_UNH's region- · little hole. But this weekend we
they also may not be. There is climbed out of it."
·-

~

(continued from page 27)
others to get better." Anderson
She's a very coachable player, of communication.
"My role is not to be negative, smiles and adds. "She wants to
a very receptive player. If she
doesn't understand something, but to say 'nice try'. Everyone help and encourage that, but
she'll question it until she does makes mistakes and you can't she's also up for a good laugh
hang your head. You've got to when we're having furi."
understand."
Peck agrees. "There's a time
"If you point out a particular give it your all because everyone
and a place for everything. On
skill to work on, she'll say,' great, else is," says Peck. ,
'' Dawn is a player who at the field you should be working
thank-you' and then she'll literally step into it. She puts a every opportunity available toward goals." But, Peck admits
lot of effort into conquering a encourages the next player," "There are a few wiseacres on
comments Anderson. "She def- the team. We have fun. You
skill ~ She~s a player who just
works her heart out," says_ initely thinks teamwork is a big can't always be serious."
Beattie puts it all into perspart of the game and that shows
·Anderson.
pective. "Dawn is very positive,
Not only does Peck help the in her play."
Looking at what has made and has an intensity le'vel that
team with hard work and defensive skills, but' she also comes · Peck stand out on the soccer separates the great from the
through with an encouraging field, Anderson says, "Dawn good. Now the team has adword or two for her teammates. takes everything that happens ' vanced to postseason play and
She feels that the role on the on the field seriously. She wants that's great because that's where
field necessitates great deal to get better and she wants Dawn belongs."

a

MORNING LINE
(10-8)
.556

(21-14)
.600

(28-19)
.596

---------FOOTBALL------~
(continued from page 28)
(27-20)
.574

(31-16)
.660

(0-0)
.000

-·· -

~,

__,

I

Lisa

Jon

Steve

Old

Karl

Holbrook

Sinatra

Kinson

Langevin

Grad

Van Asselt

,-

UConn at
BU

--·

UNH at
Maine

I

Andrea

BU

UConn

BU

BU

BU

BU

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

UNH

Del

Del

Del

Del

UMass

URI

URI

URI

URI

NE
Rich

~

Delaware at
UM ass

. UMass
'

I

I

· N.Eastern at
URI

· URI

Brown at
Ricflmond

Rich

Rich

Rich

Rich

Rich

Miami(Fl'a) at
Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Miami

Miami

- \..

I'

· Maryland

.

f

Lasrweek the Anonymous Coach sent the Old .Grad to only his third
loss of the\year defeating him 3-2. This week's guest is Karl Van Asselt,
from The Union Leader.
·
I

downs.
The Wildcats may follow the.
The Wildcat defense may be lead of the Northeastern Huswithout leading tackler Neal i kies if their rushing attacking
Zonfrelli (109 tackles) who has trouble. Last week Norinjured his ankle in the URI theastern's potent wishbone
game. He will be examined offense was shut down by Maine
today before the team leaves for
so they opened up by throwing
Orono. If he doesn't play then
more, gaining 167 yards via the
sophomore Scott Curtis will take pass.
his place. Curtis has 22 tackles
If that's the case Wildcat
in limited action this season.
quarterback Rich Byrne will be
When the Wildcats are on looking for his favorite targets
offense it should be a good tight end Tom Flanagan and
match-up with the YC's top flanker Bill Farrell. Flanagan
rushing offense against the leads the receivers with 19
stingiest rushing defense. The . catches and four touchdowns
Wildcats have racked up 249.1 and Farrell (13 catches) has been
yards a game, but the Black UNH's big-play receiver, averBears have allowed just 95. 7 aging 18.1 yards per catch.
yards a game.
This series began in 1916
Tailback Andre Garron is still when Bilt Cowell whom Cewell
being monitored daily because' Stadium is named after, was the
of his bruised kidneys and is UNH coach. It is tied at 32-32questionable for the Maine 8 and the winner of the game
game. However the Wildcats will receive the Brice-Cowell
are not too bad off as they have Musket. The Musket was first
Scott Perry to fill in. Perry has awarded in the 1940s and UNH
been outstanding in Garron's will try to keep it for the third
place, rushing for 136, 149 and straight year. Last year UNH
156 yards in t}_l~_~hree games defeated Maine 21-13.
Garron has missed. - --
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Black Bears stop
UNH men's hockey

The UNH men's hockey team dropped its second straight 7-3 game Tuesday, this time at the
hands of the Maine Black Bears in Orono. (file photo)

By Chris Heisenberg
slaughtered UNH 11-0.
~orth Dakota (2-4) brings
There are easier ways of
·· breaking out of an early season much of last year's team to New
slump, than taking on the Hampshire this year. Only
powerful University of North senior Jim Archibald, and unDakota. That, however, is what derclassmen Perry Berezan (Calthe UNH men's hockey team gary of the NHL) and Tony
Harkac (Canadian Olympic promust do this weekend.
After evening their record at gram) are gone.
This year's teani is led by
1-1 with a viftory over Lowell,
the Wildcats have dropped sophomore Bob Joyce, and sesuccessive 7-3 games to Boston niors Brian Williams and Chris
College and Maine.
Jensen. Joyce tied a WCHA
Now 1-3, UNH faces much record with a five goal game
the same situation as last year earlier this season, and leads
when they took on the Sioux. the league in scoring. The
Last year in North Dakota, the . defense has Scott Sandelin and
'Cats lost the first game of the Brad Berry pr6tecting goalie
.
series 4-3. The next night will Scott Brower;
The young UNH squad is still'
long be remembered by the
·wildcats, as North Dakota going through early season
adjustments, as Coach Charlie
Holt works in as many as eight
freshmen. Sophomore Quintin
Brickley cited the inexperience
in the team's early going. "This ·
team is pretty young, we only
she's a very good student. As have two seniors, the inexpefar as choosing UNH, this is rience is going to hurt us.
what she could forsee in herself., Experience minimizes mistakes.
Now with the University's It just takes time."
.
"Right now we are very
change in attitude toward soccer,
it seems that Dawn made a very tentative. We are waiting to see
what they are going to do, rather
good choice."
that doing things oursel,Yes,"
Peck is a young woman whose
, slight size-is deceiving when it 'Brickley added.
Coach Holt said he went back
comes to her poy.rer on the field.
She can be intense or relaxed, to basics in the Maine game.
oreboding or friendly, she takes "We tried to make it too simple
after the BC game. We hope to
her soccer seriously.
"This year the team members build on the forechecking. The
are more competitive. There's team did a pretl}"_good job,
pressure on all of us because our except for the four minute
opponents are so much better period which was poor." Maine ·
- than the ones we saw as a club," scored four goals within four
says Peck. "Coach Anderson is minutes of the first period. "We
excellent. She knows the game ·have .to improve· our defense
well. We all respect her and play before we improve our offense."
Freshman Rich Burchill will
hard for her as well as for
start game one of die series.
ourselves.''
Anderson sees these qualities Brickley will play up at forward~
in Peck as well. "Dawn's success for the series. UNH ( 1-3) is tied
comes from a combination of with Providence and Maine,
. natural ability~nd hard work. while Lowell is 1-4, BU 3-1 and
BC 3-1 lead the league.
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'Peck has fulfilled her capabiliti es
By Lisa Markley
University of New Hampshire soccer standout Dawn
Peck takes her sport seriously,
but during her first year at
UNH, the sport didn't always
return the favor.
Peck, a business major aµd
a native of North Hampton,
NH, joined the Wildcat squad
in time to help the team through
its tenth and last season as a club
sport. It was a difficult time for
the Wildcats, who struggled
against nationally-ranked teams
and posed a less than enviable
record.
However, seeing the determination and potential of the
team members, the women's
athletic departmenr pulled
soccer out of the closet, dusted
it off and granted it intercollegiate varsity ·status. The team
made the move look like a great
one.
.
At season's end the Wildcats,
finishing_the season at a res,pectable 9-6 mark, have been selected into the Eastern College
Athletic Conference (ECAC)
tournament this weekend at
Rutgers University. Peck, a
sophomore, has been a major
force behind UNH's soccer.
success. From her position at
halfback, she has played an
important role in the Wildcat's
transition game.
"Dawn plays either a center
or a wing halfback," says head
coach Marjorie Anderson. "On
the offensive end, she becomes
a forward and on the defensive
end, she'll retreat and become
a defensive player. She is particularly good on defense? with
excellent stamina and good field
sense. She knows where to put

the ball for her teammates, and
is much more of an asset than
the scoring shows."
In Peck's "glory days" at
WinnacunnefHigh School, success and soccer went hand in
hand. She was named to the AllSta te soccer squad for three
consecutive years and as a
senior, captained an undefeated
state cham ionshi
uad.

Winnacunnet soccer coach Ed
Beattie recalls Peck's playing
days with a fond smile. "I'd get
the most from Dawn each and
every day, and she has fulfilled
what she could become than any
other athlete I've coached."
Speaking on the change in
soccer's status at UNH, Beattie
is thoughtful. "Dawni's education is first, and academicall

Women s·w immers
down Catamou nts

By Steve Langevin
100 freestyle.
Riding the showing of
"This meet showed me what
swimmers Mary .Ellen Claffey direction each individual's worand Pam Birsinger and diver kouts have to go," said Rowe.
Anne Miller, who each had two "We have established a good
first place finishes, the UNH . base with workouts up to now
women's swim team opened its and after this week we will
season successfully with a 79- concentrate more on speed
60 win over the University of workouts."
Vermounts Catamounts in Bur"That long trip to Burlington
lington.
really tired everyone out, so
Sophomore Dawn Peck(above) is a key to the transition game
Claffey took first in the 100"'" that's why we are waiting until of the women's soccer team.(Sports Info photo)
yard butterfly and the 200-yard next· week for the speed worfreestyle and Birsinger won the kouts," said Rowe,
100 and 200-yard breastroke
The Wildcats captured both
events. Miller dominated the of the relay events. Amy Austin,
.diving events winning the one Branon, Conley and Claffey
<continued from page 28)
and three-meter dives.
combined for the victory in the
_ Anderson. "We can run with (six goals, three assists). TendUNH head coach Carol Rowe 200-yard freestyle relay and
them but we are going to have ing goal for Adelphi will be was also plea~_ed with the times Beth Robinson, Austin, Birsinto play very well because they Leesa Sobczak who has a 1.06 turned in by Carla Myers, Brook ger and Claffey teamed up for
are an excellent team."
GAA and seven shutouts.
Harris, Anne Conley-, Sue Walth- ·the win in the 200-yard medley
The Adelphi-Hartford
Hartford, who defeated UNH ers and Jennifer Branon.
relay.
match-up should be a good one 2-1 in overtime this season, was
Myers took first in the 1000"The relay teams did well but
as both teams were in the seeded fourth last year but lost yard freestyle and third in the there is certainly room for
ECACs last year. Adelphi, the in the first round. Michelle 500-yard freestyle which was improvement," said Rowe.
defending champion, defeated DeGray scored the game-winner won by Walther. Harris was
The Wildcats try to improve
one team UNH lost to.Harvard. against the Wildcats.
third in the 100 .butterfly and their record to £-0 when they
The winners of the two semi- , second in the 200 individual travel to Storrs, CT Saturday
Adelphi is led by Demse Harking (ten goals, six assists), final games meet in the cham- medley. Branon finished second to go against the University of
Maureen Roach (six goals, four . pionship game Saturday at 2:30 in the 50 and 100-yard freestlyes Connecticut Huskies.
assists) and Maureen Sullivan p.m.
with Conley taking third in the

-------W.SOCCER------Tilden posted a 1.36 goals
against average (GAA) and had
an .895 save percentage, while
Neaves' marks were 1.33 and
.846. Tilden had four shutouts
on her own and combined with
Neaves on one.
According to UNH head
coach Marjorie Anderson the
key to a UNH _w in will be for
the Wildcats to get ahead early.
"Playing down there it will
be hard to come from behind
against them (Rutgers), " says

1
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Field hock ey team tips #4 North Carol ina
By J~ Mellow
One goal each oy senior Mary
Rogers and junior I\a_!en Ge. romini led the women's field
hockey team to a pivotal 2-1
victory over the University of
North Carolina Tuesday in
Norfolk, VA.
· UNH, ranked seventh nationally going into the game,
was coming off a monumental
3-1 win over defending national
champion Old Dominion played
Monday in Norfolk.
The Tarheels were ranked
fourth before going up against
the Cats.
UNH now stands at 11-2-5
o~ the season thus far. By taking
'their southern swing lock, stock
and barrel, the Cats are also in ·
much . better positions, both
regionally and nationally.
- -Yet more important to the
UNH team than rankings this
weekend was the want, the
drive, to come away winners.
Of the Cats last five games,
three had ended in ties. UNH
has totalled five ties this season
in eighteen games.
"We felt we had nothing to
lose," said UNH junior Pauline
Collins about UNC, "especially
because they were ranked higher
than us. But that wasn't on our
minds as much as just wanting
to win."
"I think the ODU coach
summed it up," said Geromini.
"She said that UNH played with
a lot of hear't ..She. saw ·talent,
but a lot more wanting to win.
And it's true-we wanted this."
A victory against ODU, said
. Geromini, then set the tone for
the game against UNC.
"The ODU game was the first
tim~ we came off feeling good
about everything we'd doneabout the total game," said
Geromioi. "In a meeting the
next day, we said how we wanted
to feel that feeling on the plane."
To do that meant beating

UNC.
"We were confident," Geromini continued. "We knew we
were playing well and knew it
would continue."
Continue it did. Despite rain
and soggy weather on the ODU:.
turf, UNH's Rogers managed
to tally first and unassisted for
the Cats, ending the first half
with UNH ahead, 1-0.
·And though the Tarheels
were able to put one in to tie
the score in the second half, the
tie was shortlived as Geromini,
assisted by co-captain Sandy
Vander-Beyden, answered back
within five.minutes to put UNH
ahead once again. ·
The lead became one the Cats
would never relinquish.
"We played really well," said
Vander-Heyden of the game. "I don't know why we didn't play
like this before. I think we just
realized we had to play together.
It was really good,"
"We had nothing to lose,"
Vander-Heyden continued. "All
the pressure wasn't on us ... we
played better with that mentality instead of worrying about
losing."
While the wins most definitely improve the confidence and
thus the play of the Cats, then,
so do they improve UNH's UNH's Sandy Vander-Heyden(18) chases down a loose ball earlier this season. The Wildcats
_F .HOCKEY, page 26
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UNH footba ll squad faces tough Maine
By Steve Langevin
It's the point of no return for
the UNH football team when
they travel to Orono, ME for
what is a must-win game Saturday against the always tough
Black Bears of the University
of Maine. __...--- ·
After a disappointing 30-20 .
loss to the University of Rhode
Island Rams ended thefr six-

game winning streak and took la place in the playoffs.' A win
their fate out of their own hands, over the University of Connecthe 6-2 Wildcats, 3-i in confer- ticut a week from Saturday will
.ence play, need to win against give URI sole possession of the
. Maine and the University of conference title.
Maine is 4-5 overall this
Massachusetts to have any
chance at an at-large selection season under first-year head
coach Buddy Teevens, and 1-3
for the Division I-AA playoffs.
With its win URI sew~d up in conference play. Their lone
at least a tie for the Yankee conference win was over UConn
Conference title and clinched October 26. They are coming
off a 14-13 loss to Northeastern,
a team that gave the Wildcats
. all they could handle for three
_g_uarters before losing 35-21. ·

Leading the Mairie attack is
the Yankee Conference's lead. ing rusher Doug Dorsey. Dorsey, only a freshman, has 860
yards this season and had 164
yards against Northeastern.
This is not a one-dimensional
offensive team however, as they
have rushed for 144.6 yards a
game and passed for 178. Quarterback.Bob Wilder has completed 51 percent of his passes
for 1559 yards and nine touchFOOTBALL, page.26
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Wome n's soCcer tn
ECAC tourna ment
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Wildcat Dawn Peck(6ftri~o catch up to a Boston University player as she readies to shoot .on
goalie Kathy N~yes.(file photo)
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By Steve Langevin
At the start of the fall sports
season if asked to name the
UNH teams that would make
it to the playoffs the answers
would be the football or field
hockey teams; no one would
mention the first-year women's
soccer team, but with a 9-6
season the women's soccer team
qualified for the ECAC tournament Friday and Saturday at
,
Rutgers University.
The Wildcats go in as the
fourth seed and face the top. seeded, host Rutgers squad
Friday at 2:30 pm, while thirdranked Hartford University ( 12:3-1) battles second-seeded Adel~
· phi University (9-5-4) Friday
at noon.
Rutgers defeated Hartford
(3-0) and Adelphi (2-1) and
came out about even against two
common opponents with UNH,
the University of Rhode Island
and the University of Massachusetts. Rutgers lost to UMass

3-1 while UNH lost 4-0, and
both UNH and Rutgers defeated URI 3-1.
The Wildcats will have to
watch Rutgers' Lynn Hallowell
carefully as she leads the Scarlet
Knights with 11 goals and seven
assists for 29 points.
UNH has a top-notch scorer
of its own in senior tri""captain
Margie Arnold who has 10 goals
and three assists ·for 23 points
this season. Another strong
scorer for the Cats is junior
Sarah Stokes who tallied seven
goals and orie assist this season .
The Wildcat midfield is solid
with tri-captain Kim Shaw,
Dawn Peck and Carloyn Beckedorff while fullbacks tricaptain Lyn Holzman and Joan·
Kelso protect from the fullback
position.
Janene Tilden will be in goal
for UNH with Kathey Neaves
ready and capable if needed.
W .SOCCER, page 27

